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CHAPTER I 
The Research Problem 
Introduction 
The crux of educational reform should strengthen what already exists in 
our schools. As a classroom-based practitioner, I have seen students fail 
repeatedly. Our society currently imposes the responsibility of education upon 
the educator and students; not on the system that has steadily recreated and 
reproduced an education for a dominant culture (Banks, 1996; Cummins, 1996; 
Freire, 1998). 
I have chosen to work in education in order to be an agent of social 
change. Educators have claimed that they are addressing all the inequities of 
education, and that inequities in the classroom are diminishing. However, 
evidence within my classroom suggests that this has not occurred. Traditional 
methods of education that are not inclusive of all students' culture has not served 
all students equally. The power of cultural identity is an important factor in the 
development of an adolescent. Further, the development of identity can affect an 
adolescent's self-esteem, self-worth, and self-importance. Students now face 
poly-rhythmic realities, socio-economic status, inequity in access to technology, 
and non-representation in curriculum. Students of color, especially, can not buy 
into the American dream of success (Banks, 1993; Hemphill, 1994; hooks, 1994). 
Issues of prejudice, discrimination, inequity, and non-representation continue to 
influence our learners. 
Programs sensitive to the needs and the histories of all children are long 
overdue. Multicultural education should permeate all areas of education (Banks, 
1993); however, traditionally marginalized cultures are rarely represented in our 
current curriculum or teaching practices. Most history textbooks have been 
written to include primarily the history of the dominant culture of this country. 
Although newer and more inclusive histories have been written, they still neglect 
to include perspectives, cultures, values, and traditions of all people of color 
(Nieto, 1996). Further, few schools address the problems of intolerance, and the 
value of cultural heritage in everyday practices. In the Bay Area, people of color 
are not a "minority" anymore. Thus, the challenge remains to provide an 
education that honors as well as teaches with all cultural groups in mind. 
Middle school students are at a stage of development where they have 
impressionable identities. Generally, in the middle school, adolescents are 
developing their adult personalities. They begin to form friendships that are 
based on similarities other than playground games. Therefore, when these 
friendships are established, adolescents should be prepared to meet their peers 
with a knowledge of different perspectives and an understanding of how culture 
and history affect each of us differently. 
The anti-bias approach to multiculturalism is based on the premise of 
empowerment. Through acknowledging racism and recognizing that there is not 
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a "level playing field" for all cultures, students can be empowered as 
individuals. Advocates of this approach seek to emphasize individuality and 
preservation of cultures by honoring and learning about them (Derman-Sparks & 
Phillips, 1997; Nieto, 1996). 
It was the assumption of this study that middle school students could 
develop these types of ideals through a program that provided students with the 
tools to understand and honor all cultures. Takaki (1993) suggests that our 
various ethnic groups develop a greater understanding of each other. Through 
dialogue and opportunities to share their cultures with other students, their 
cultural voice and identities can begin to emerge (Freire, 1973). Rather than focus 
on specific cultures, students can learn how cultures are identified and will be 
equipped with strategies when facing racism and bias. Students who have 
participated in the Students as Multicultural Educators program were given 
opportunities to dialogue with the researcher about their experiences within the 
program. Furthermore, the participants discussed how race and culture had and 
continued to affect them at home and in their school setting. These dialogues not 
only provided the researcher with a deeper understanding of the outcomes of the 
program but also provided an opportunity for the emergence of voice among 
adolescent students. 
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Statement of the Problem 
There has been much written on the subject of multicultural education 
and anti-bias theory. However, there is little research on the voices of its 
participants. Further, adolescents rarely have opportunities to express their 
opinions and thoughts on racial tension and cultural issues. This study has 
provided a way for adolescent voices to emerge. Former adolescent participants 
in the Students as Multicultural Educators Program at Taylor Middle School 
were the participants of this study. An investigation of their experience as 
participants in the program, S.A.M.E. was the focus in this study. 
The Students as Multicultural Educators Program 
Students as Multicultural Educators, S.A.M.E., was developed to celebrate 
diversity, promote awareness, and lessen racial bias and tensions within our 
school environment. Although, Taylor did not significant problems regarding 
racial issues, the normal name-calling and intolerance still existed. The 
demographics at Taylor Middle School in Millbrae, California suggested a need 
for this type of program. The racial/ ethnic composition of Taylor Middle School 
is shown Table 1: 
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Table 1 
Taylor Middle School 
Student Racial Breakdown 
Racial Ethnic Group 
Native American 
African American, not Hispanic origin 
Hispanic 








Our students speak 36 different languages; 23% of our school population are 
English Language Learners and 24% fluent English speaking. Nearly one half of 
our 860 students spoke another language before they spoke English (Millbrae 
School District Handbook, 1999-2000). 
Program Description 
Students as Multicultural Educators, S.A.M.E., was a program that aimed 
to empower students by providing them opportunities to teach peers about their 
heritage and cultures. Consistent with anti-bias theory, this program gave 
students voice and encouraged a deeper understanding of the cultures they 
interacted with each day. Students were taught to foster their individual culture 
and concurrently develop an appreciation for our connection as humans. 
Students were encouraged to go beyond merely discussing holidays and food 
and gave thoughtful presentations that included traditions, family experience, 
and values. Students volunteered to give presentations about their culture at bi-
weekly meetings that were held during their lunch. In the S.A.M.E. Program last 
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year, there were over 150 sixth through eighth grade students attending these 
meetings. In the spring, the programs culminating activity was a multicultural 
fashion show that involved families, former students, and the community. 
Due to the success of the program, after five years, the administration 
asked if I could transform S.A.M.E. into an elective course. Thus, for the past 2 
years, S.A.M.E. has been a 7th and 8th grade elective where three groups of 
students move through a cross-cultural communications class. This opportunity 
allowed for the instruction of the S.A.M.E. principles at a much deeper academic 
level. 
Innovative Approach 
The lunchtime program provided a place where students could eat their 
lunch and observe peer presentations. These presentations went beyond the 
scope of the foods and holidays approach to multiculturalism, thus providing a 
deeper look into the culture and individual families. Presenters often brought 
authentic artifacts to complement their presentations. The multicultural fashion 
show was initially created to draw a large audience with whom S.A.M.E. could 
share its vision. The multicultural fashion show in its final year involved a cast 
of 25 teachers and 90 students. Additionally, it involved approximately 50 
volunteers consisting of parents in the community, community businesses, and 
the feeder high school. Incorporating innovative music, choreography, and a 
finale of beautiful ethnic costumes, this show was a successful way of spreading 
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awareness about the importance of multicultural education. Our 1998 show 
drew an audience of approximately 1000 people, turning away 100 people at the 
door. Interwoven into the show, students shared with the audience the 
importance of working together and learning about each other's cultures. 
Evidence of Promoting Student Success 
As a former student of Taylor Middle School, I was one of very few Asian 
students. Rather than embrace my culture, I denied it and consequently lost 
much of my identity during my middle and high school years. hooks (1994) had 
similar experiences with her identity as a Black woman. Obviously, it is not a 
unique experience for many people of color. Upon returning as a teacher, I 
noticed that the population had changed dramatically. Taylor Middle School's 
student population was widely diverse; thus, I began S.A.M.E. with the intention 
of celebrating that diversity. I wanted to prevent the loss of identity that I had 
experienced as a sh1dent. This program began in 1993 with the hope of reaching 
a handful of students. The original program began with approximately 60 
students. There have been over 500 members in the lunch program. For the first 
five years, we held a fundraiser in the spring to raise money for a special 
multicultural library for students and teachers and to bring multicultural 
assemblies for the entire student body. During the culminating fundraiser, the 
multicultural fashion show, we had approximately 60 cast members, 20 alumni 
members (who are now in high school), and 25 crew members. With hopes of 
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promoting communication between the high school and middle school students, 
we began inviting students from Mills High School's multicultural council to 
participate in our show. This became so successful that each year we have 
invited back our former students and the numbers of these participants 
continued to increase. In 1998, we had 45 high school students (alumni of Taylor 
Middle School) return to participate in the fashion show and other S.A.M.E. 
events. These students volunteered their time to work with our cast and crew 
who provided a rich relationship between past and present students. All 
students involved in S.A.M.E. become part of a family that encouraged one 
another and as a result strengthened each other's individual self-confidence and 
self-esteem. 
Replicability 
This program could be replicated and only requires one faculty advisor to 
be present at lunch meeting. Training or education regarding multicultural 
education would be advised so that an authentic multicultural process could be 
implemented, rather than something that becomes merely a foods and holiday 
festival. As this program empowers students of all abilities, ages, gender, and 
color, it could be implemented in any socio-economic and demographic area. 
The multicultural fashion show is a collaborative effort that requires both 
students and the faculty advisor to organize the volunteers, and supervise the 
students. However, if this celebration is devoid of deep reflection and spirit, it 
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could become one more multicultural activity that lacks authenticity. Care must 
be taken to avoid this by choosing an advisor that is well versed in anti-bias 
curriculum and critical pedagogy. 
Relationships with the Community 
The S.A.M.E. program not only involved students at Taylor but their 
families as well. Our video technology class videotaped the meetings and clips 
were shown during our announcement telecast. The multicultural fashion show 
directly involved the community, too. Local merchants donated time to 
photograph the cast and crew. Twelve different clothing sponsors lent clothing 
to the show each year. Local hair salons and make-up artists donated their time 
on the night of the event to help create the final touches. Large groups of parents 
helped in all aspects of the show. Parents participated by driving students to 
fittings, organizing the cast party, and volunteering their services during the 
evening of the event. This event had become very popular for the teachers as 
well. Over 20 teachers and two of our administrators participated in the 1998 
event. We communicated with our parents through PTA meetings and the 
newsette of the school. 
Program Assessment 
This program can be assessed through the participation of its members. 
As a whole program, both the lunch meetings and the fashion show, S.A.M.E. 
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has directly involved over 700 students since its inception. As S.A.M.E. 
continued to invite its alumni back, current students were able see how S.A.M.E. 
had touched the lives of former students by their willingness to share their time 
and talents with us while maintaining busy high school schedules. This year a 
former student, the participant in the participatory class project, was able to 
secure faculty advisors and begin the program at the feeder high school. Finally, 
S.A.M.E. had raised over $7,000 through its multicultural fashion show; allowing 
Taylor to purchase multicultural literature, bring in outside resources for cultural 
school-wide assemblies, and produce of the show itself. Faculty support had 
also proven to be a form of assessment. With more than half of our staff 
participating in the event, students continually observed that both 
administration and staff supported them. In addition, the number of racial 
incidents have decreased over the years (Fritz, 1998). For example, the 
occurrences of racial slurs, racially inspired fights, and racial graffiti have 
lessened. Far less tolerance of racial name calling or racial incidents is evident at 
Taylor Middle School compared to schools with similar populations (Fritz, 1998). 
Purpose of the Study 
The main purpose of the study was to investigate the reflections of the 
participants of the Students as Multicultural Educators Program. Specifically, 
the study aimed to provide former student participants the opportunity to 
critically reflect on their experiences and engage in dialogues with the researcher. 
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Dialogues between the researcher and the students provided opportunities for 
the emergence of voice in the participating adolescents. Furthermore, I, being the 
researcher, was able to critically reflect upon my experience as the founder and 
facilitator of the program. 
Research Questions 
This participatory research study aimed to address the following 
questions: 
1. What are the major issues concerning their ethnic identity faced by the 
middle school student participants? 
2. How do issues concerning ethnic identity affect the participants' self-
esteem, peer relationships, and academic performance? 
3. How do former students perceive their experience in the Students as 
Multicultural Educators Program? 
4. What did they learn from the program? What experiences did they 
have that differ from those in other programs or curriculum at school? 
5. What recommendations do they have for teachers of culturally diverse 
populations? 
Furthermore, this study hoped to provide student participants an opportunity to 
voice their opinions, thoughts, and overall reflections of the experience. 
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Theoretical Framework 
Educators are faced with the challenge of bringing forth a curriculum that 
engages all students to become active participants. The challenge lies in how to 
teach multiethnic students of all races. Struggles of all people and both genders 
first should be recognized. This is a problem for many teachers due to conflicts 
that emerge from uncomfortable dialogue. I know many teachers that want to 
embrace multiculturalism but do not because they fear they may not do it 
authentically or that it may create uncomfortable situations. It is a difficult 
agenda to shift paradigms and abandon conventional canons. 
Current theories in education call for a more inclusive, comprehensive 
approach to multicultural education. The anti-bias theory of curriculum is one 
that allows for all students to enjoy a more equitable education. Critical 
pedagogy calls for transformation and requires that both teachers and students 
engage in liberatory dialogue (Freire, 1970). Thus, liberatory education 
encourages both the teacher and student to take risks, and to question. In turn, 
both teacher and student can take action that can lead to empowerment. 
The theoretical framework of this study is based on the anti-bias theory 
and critical pedagogy. Liberatory dialogue is the heart of critical pedagogy. 
These theories are discussed in detail later in part two, the review of the 
literature. 
The anti-bias theory of curriculum rests on the premise of incorporating a 
positive intent of multiculturalism. This theory suggests that educators go 
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beyond the patronizing "tourist curriculum". It calls for inclusiveness and 
addresses bias, stereotypes, and origins of racial intolerance (Derman-Sparks, & 
Phillips, 1997). 
Critical pedagogy relies on reflection and social action. This theory 
encourages individuals to name their world, then take action to change their 
world. This theory works against the existing "banking education" that is the 
foundation of many schools today. Students are encouraged to aid in the 
construction of knowledge (Freire, 1970). 
This study sought to use critical pedagogy as a relevant and valid form of 
examining how middle school students voice their opinions regarding cultural 
issues. 
Scope and Delimitation of the Study 
This study engaged six former participants of the Student as 
Multicultural Educators program. The findings of this study cannot be 
generalized to populations similar to the demographics of the S.A.M.E. program. 
These findings are specific to each individual engaged in dialogue with the 
researcher and is not meant to be applicable to students of the same ethnic 
background nor reflect the feelings of all the student participants in the S.A.M.E. 
program. Not all participants of the S.A.M.E. program are included, thus 
findings do not include parent participants, community participants, or teacher 
participants. Also, the findings cannot simply be attributed to the participants' 
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experience in the S.A.M.E. program since it cannot be assumed that any or all 
reflections are due to their participation. 
Significance of the Study 
The results of this study were multi-faceted. First, the participants 
engaged in meaningful dialogue that empowered and validated their cultural 
heritage. The researcher was able to gain insight into how culture affects 
adolescents and their reflection of cultural identity. 
Furthermore, I as the researcher, was able to engage in critical reflection 
and dialogue about the program I founded. This has provided a further 
understanding of the direction my role in education will take and in turn affect 
the teaching practices that follow. This study provides a model for practitioner 
research which can only lead to more reflective teaching and developing 
programs that could be significant to curriculum and instruction. Practitioner 
research could help with reform efforts in all areas of education. 
Dialogues with the student participants have allowed important themes to 
emerge that suggest further direction for multicultural practice, as well as 
demonstrated the importance of providing opportunities for adolescents to 
dialogue. This study has provided new opportunities for the emergence of 
student voice. The adolescent voices that were heard through participation in 
this study provide new directions for those seeking to reform educational 
curriculum and practice. The simple suggestions that these adolescents offered 
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could be a road to follow to increase communication between cultures. The 
analysis of the dialogues provided important insight on the importance of 
multicultural and anti-bias curriculum in schools. The voice of adolescents prove 
to be an important instrument to encourage better curricular practices and 
educational programs. Further, the dialogues suggest significant findings in the 
strengthening of cultural identity, in turn leading to an increase in self-
confidence and self-esteem. 
It was beneficial for adolescents to have the opportunity to voice their 
concerns about racial tension and cultural issues that may have been plaguing 
them. Although there has been much progress made regarding 
multiculturalism, existing racial tensions still lie between the different groups of 
marginalized people. Programs that may lessen tensions would have to include 
a way to increase understanding between the cultures while focusing on uniting 
them. Unlike assimilation, anti-bias theory asks for individual preservation of 
the cultures and individual empowerment. If this could be achieved, peaceful 
coexistence could become a reality. It was the intent of the S.A.M.E. program to 
recover and embrace these simple yet profound ideals. In addition, marginal 
groups most want to see their faces and their histories represented. How can a 
person of color possibly live out the "American Dream" when no role models in 
his/her history books represent who they are? This research study provided the 
opportunity to hear the dialogue of students that participated in a program that 
hoped to build the positive aspects of cultural preservation. 
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This study has also provided much needed research regarding the 
implementation of anti-bias curriculum theory and critical pedagogy. Further, 
the findings of this study helps to validate the objectives of the S.A.M.E. Program 
encouraging its use in the future. The positive effects that this study reveals 
should provide new opportunities to explore the impact that critical pedagogical 
practices could provide. The unseen possibilities of using anti-bias curriculum 
theory in all curricular areas can be witnessed through the findings of this study 
and should motivate more research regarding the benefits of the implementation 
of the theory. This study also provides a starting point for those who are 
supporters of critical pedagogy to ignite a push to further develop curriculum 
that incorporates its ideals. 
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CHAPTER II 
Review of Related Literature 
Introduction 
Our students are faced with curriculum that does not reflect their histories 
or their cultures. Students of the new millennium need an education that 
addresses all people. Educators must address the fact that racism still flourishes 
in our schools forty years after desegregation laws went into effect in this 
country. Yet, given the fact that schools are the societal institutions that reflect 
the problems and power structure of the larger social order, we should not be 
surprised. One could argue that "good teaching" could alleviate this, but the 
continued failure that students of color experience does not reflect this simple 
solution. New educational pedagogy suggests that teachers offer challenging, 
exciting, and "fun" learning opportunities; yet there still exists a lack of 
experiences that will allow students to transgress cultural boundaries. There 
now is a collective call for transformation and rejuvenation of educational 
practices. Since the topics for this literature review are so large in scope and so 
much has been written about the topics discussed, I will focus this discussion on 




Teachers' work is fluid, delving into various roles to educate students, 
deal with administration, and develop thoughtful curriculum. It seems even 
more critical that in times where students now face realities of violence 
stemming from displaced peers, that we reform current educational practices to 
be more inclusive, thus multicultural. 
Many theorists in education challenge the "banking of knowledge" that 
has been on the forefront of educational practice for many years (Freire, 1970). 
Education has been an indoctrination of the dominant culture's ideologies. As 
the status quo is continued, students have found themselves less and less able to 
obtain it. The inequities continue to grow as the technology age is upon us, thus 
giving more validity to those who argue that education is neither neutral, nor 
equitable (Freire, 1970; hooks, 1994; Nieto, 1992). As Cummins (1996) states in 
the foreword to" Affirming Diversity," 
More and more students of color will drop out of school with enormous 
costs to themselves, their communities, and their society. The alternatives 
to this dismal scenario ... depend primarily on a change of orientation 
within the schools. We must be willing to reach over and cross-cultural 
boundaries rather than reinforcing ever more impermeable cultural 
barriers. We must shift from viewing cultural linguistic diversity as 
problems to be overcome toward seeing them as resources crucial to our 
society's ability to survive and thrive in a global society where cross-
cultural contact is escalating in economic spheres as well as in scientific, 
diplomatic, and environmental endeavors. (p. xvii) 
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Nieto (1996) carefully suggests that both students and teachers are 
products of an educational system that has excluded the cultural history and 
experiences of all students. As the perpetuation of the status quo has continued 
to be embedded in the educational practices of our society, we must look for 
solutions that will liberate our students and teachers. Multicultural education 
may not be the only answer to aid our failing students, but it is at least part of a 
collection of practices that could empower students and give educators the 
strategies to improve all students' educational experiences. 
According to Nieto, multicultural education can be defined as having the 
characteristics that can empower all students. Nieto's seven constructs for 
multicultural education are the following: 
1. Multicultural education is antiracist education. 
2. Multicultural education is basic education 
3. Multicultural education is important for all students. 
4. Multicultural education is pervasive. 
5. Multicultural education is education for social justice. 
6. Multicultural education is a process. 
7. Multicultural education is critical pedagogy. 
Multicultural education as an antiracist way of teaching goes far beyond 
the usual celebration of diversity. Rather than a simple festival of cultures, it calls 
for the recognition of the racism that has preceded, the acknowledgment of 
horrific acts of racism in history and the teaching of the effects that racism has 
inflicted on many students. Antiracist education should thereby reveal among 
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other things, the already racist practices that are pervasive in existing social 
structures, including those found in schools. 
Multicultural education as basic education would entail infusion of 
inclusionary worldviews into the existing curriculum and not merely be a 
contribution approach. Inclusive histories of all cultures would be included in 
student textbooks. Thus, multicultural literacy would find its way into reading, 
language arts, social studies, and computers (Nieto, 1996). Many schools fall 
short in this respect because a mono-cultural perspective drives most of the 
curriculum. The dominant group in this country is the major viewpoint that 
students encounter throughout their elementary and secondary school 
experience. 
Since so many students of the dominant group are not equipped with the 
knowledge of cross-cultural strategies and more importantly define themselves 
as having no culture, multicultural education is for all students. Multicultural 
education has been misconstrued to be a pedagogy for only students of color; 
yet, if we are to produce citizens that are sensitive to the needs and experiences 
of all people, developing awareness of both the dominant and marginalized 
groups is crucial. 
Multicultural education must be pervasive to avoid it being seen as 
"other". This would mean that multicultural education should be the perspective 
from which educators teach, not by adding isolated snippets. It requires that 
teaching strategies, curriculum, and school climate, be looked at from a 
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multicultural perspective, thus incorporating a world view rather that a singular 
perspective. 
Multicultural education would incorporate social justice. Both teachers 
and students would employ methods of "praxis" which Freire (1970) calls the act 
of reflection and action. Students would be given opportunities to connect their 
learning to real-life problems for which they could reflect upon social problems 
and take action in alleviating those problems. Students would engage in learning 
about social structures and power struggles and be able to construct their own 
democratic society. 
As a process, Nieto (1996) claims that multicultural education should be 
ongoing and dynamic. Students as well as teachers do not stop becoming 
multicultural people. Because the knowledge of the world is so vast, one would 
continue to learn from the world he/ she is a part of. Because multicultural 
education does not operate from one canon, it is important that teachers 
emphasize that humans constantly change and incorporate new sensitivities, 
knowledge, and understanding of the world that surrounds them. 
As critical pedagogy, multicultural education views knowledge as neither 
neutral nor apolitical. Historically humans have been engaged in constant 
struggles, changes in ideologies, and debates that have often been political. Nieto 
suggests that as educators, "all the decisions we make, no matter how neutral 
they seem, may impact in unconscious but fundamental ways the lives and 
experiences of our students" (p. 318). The choices made in curriculum are 
already a political decision. Much of what exists in schools suppresses cultural 
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and linguistic diversity; however, critical pedagogy acknowledges this and uses 
multiple perspectives in the process. Critical pedagogy includes the students in 
the process; thus, not having something imposed upon them, students' 
experiences help to shape their own curriculum. A more detailed account of 
critical pedagogy is included in a forthcoming section of this chapter. 
Banks' (1996) dimensions of multicultural education parallel Nieto's in 
many ways. His model of multicultural education includes five parts. The first is 
content integration whereby teachers would use content from a variety of cultures 
and groups. This content would allow for teachers to present major concepts 
through a variety of methodologies in all subject areas. Next is knowledge 
construction process, which teaches students how to recognize bias, stereotypes, 
and frames of reference, which are constructed within all disciplines. Prejudice 
reduction would include activities and lessons to develop positive attitudes about 
all people and groups. This would also entail dispelling stereotypes and 
misconceptions that students and teachers may have about a particular group of 
people. The fourth dimension calls for equity pedagogy. This asks teachers to 
modify teaching to accommodate all learners. Finally an empowering school culture 
and social structure should exist where schools and organizations would be 
restructured to suit the needs of all students. Banks suggests that creating a 
school culture that empowers all students must occur for multicultural education 
to be transformative. 
Tolerance, acceptance, and respect are the first three levels of Nieto's 
model of multicultural education. Each step builds on the prior step. Tolerance 
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means allowing the person to have "the capacity to bear something, although at 
times it may be unpleasant. To be tolerant of differences means to endure them, 
although not necessarily to embrace them" (p.354). Acceptance, the next level, 
refers to the acknowledgment of the importance of culture and language. Respect 
being the third step means that diversity would be held in high respect; thus 
curriculum could include additive pieces of curriculum that may honor one 
culture or another. The last step of multicultural education is what many schools 
have failed to incorporate. Affirmation, solidarity, and critique comes with some 
struggle because students may engage in activities where they may disagree but 
are working together help issues of social justice for all groups. At this stage, 
students not only celebrate diversity but also reflect upon it. It is more active 
because conflict is not avoided but used as a strategy for critique. 
Multicultural education has been criticized and called the stepchild of 
education. Its lack of legitimacy calls for strenuous research agenda that will 
allow multicultural education to be considered a solution to real-world 
problems. Theorists in the field will have to unite in order to continue important 
educational research as well as develop the agenda and direction of multicultural 
education (Banks, 1996). 
Since multicultural education is not static, neither should be those who 
adopt its pedagogy. Multicultural education is necessary for all students. It 
provides the necessary tools for educators to use what would increase the chance 
for all students to become empowered. Its essence is good teaching practice that 
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incorporates good teaching strategies that honor all students and provides a 
worldview that is necessary in our multicultural world. 
Critical Pedagogy and Education 
Critical pedagogy is defined as a method that incorporates critical 
reflection and action. The outcome of critical pedagogy is empowerment for all 
parties involved in the process. As a process of learning and teaching critical 
pedagogy requires both the learner and the teacher to become authors of their 
own existence (Ada, 2000; Collins, 2000; Freire, 1973). As a philosophy, it calls for 
those who are oppressed to become agents in changing their world, thus 
liberating themselves as well as others. Its constructs directly deal with social 
justice and change. 
Bell (1997) believes that social justice education is a goal that envisions a 
society where resources and their distribution are equitable. This process should 
be participatory in nature, inclusive, and affirm our connections as human 
beings. As Bell (1998)defines the need for social justice education, she proposes 
that in order to recognize social justice, oppression must be recognized as a 
theoretical construct that social justice tries to resolve. The features of oppression 
as Bell defines it are pervasiveness, restricting, hierarchical, complex, multiple, cross-
cutting relationships, internalized, and "isms." 
Pervasiveness means that prejudice and bigotry are embedded into most 
aspects of our society. It includes institutionalized and systemic oppression. 
Oppression itself is restricting where it can significantly shape a person's " ... .life 
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chances and sense of possibility ... ," (Bell, 1997, p.). This includes restriction of 
movement within groups, across cultural boundaries, and between socio-
economic classes. Hierarchical identifies the benefits that non-oppressed groups 
experience such as Whites' access to social power and privilege in comparison to 
a person of color. Issues between those in the same group are identified by Bell 
as complex, multiple, cross-cutting relationships and are also oppressive in nature; 
for example the professional advantage that an African American man may enjoy 
versus that of a woman. Internalized oppression represents the oppression that is 
not only inflicted upon a person, but also the oppression that he/ she inflicts 
upon him/herself. Victims often internalize the oppression that their benefactors 
impose on them, thus believing that the oppression is somehow deserved. "Isms" 
refer to the belief in politicizing the terms by which specific forms of oppression 
are defined. In all forms (ableism, classism, sexism, heterosexualism, and racism) 
the difference between power and privilege are clear. 
Because identities and the way in which people define themselves can 
constantly change, it is not as important to define each identity but look at the 
ways by which the oppression is perpetuated. In particular, Freire (1970) calls for 
those in oppressive situations to "name" their oppression, in order to reflect 
upon it, thus being equipped with the tools to change it. The oppressed must 
first recognize the oppression. Morrow and Torres (1995) discuss this oppression 
in terms of having voluntary consent to be oppressed by the dominant group. 
As Tong (1989) describes hegemony being how a dominant group is successful 
in projecting the power inequity as just part of the natural order. Thus, in order 
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to challenge oppression, Freire (1970) insists that one must make visible the 
underlying principles that perpetuate the domination in order to collectively 
imagine possibilities for restructuring it. 
Freire (1970) argues that oppression hurts everyone. Both the subordinate 
group and dominant group become dehumanized. If the reasons for domination 
are not demystified then, the oppressor still is dehumanized. The dominant 
group's view themselves and society through a distorted lens as those who are 
dominated begin to internalize the oppression. 
Critical pedagogy is needed in education because education is not neutral 
(Shor, 1992). This falls in line with Freire's notion of "banking knowledge," 
where students are simply given information, mostly from a singular perspective 
and not able to construct the knowledge themselves. Further, Nieto (1996) agrees 
that the education that is gained by students is not reflective of their cultures nor 
inclusive of their experiences. Thus, critical pedagogy calling for "praxis", action, 
and reflection, is a critical part of multicultural education. 
Freire (1970) insists that education be a practice of freedom. He believes 
in active dialogue that encourages reflection upon the world and in turn an 
active participation to change it. Another theorist who argues that teachers 
should be facilitators of change is Thich Nhat Hanh (1994). He also calls upon 
both teachers and students to be active participants. Thich Nhat Hanh focuses on 
the whole person; namely, a complete being including a union of the mind, body 
and spirit. In addition, he extends this philosophy to the teacher where if the 
teacher is emotionally happy, then he/she could then better help a student 
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succeed. Therefore, in order for teachers to understand their role in alleviating 
the injustices within the cultures of our classrooms and increase the "buy in" of 
our students, they must first be encouraged to examine their own biases. 
hooks (1994) suggests in both her feminist and educational writings that 
we as individuals must transform our thinking. This standpoint suggests a 
world view that sees all individuals, white and/ or people of color, as responsible 
agents in institutional racism, and therefore, need to be agents of change. All 
individuals must understand the constructs that society has perpetuated. Upon 
reflection of her own teaching practices, hooks states, "While it is utterly 
unreasonable for students to expect classrooms to be therapy sessions, it is 
appropriate for them to hope that the knowledge received in these settings will 
enrich and enhance them" ( p.19). hooks further acknowledges that teachers are 
empowered in the process of empowering students when encouraged to be 
reflective upon their situations. Transformation is duly addressed in her 
reflections about Freire's work where she states ... "in its global understanding of 
liberation struggles, always emphasizes that this is the important initial stage of 
transformation---that historical moment when one begins to think critically about 
the self and identity in relation to one's political circumstance" (hooks, 1994, p. 
47). 
Shor (1999) discusses the value of teaching critically when defining how 
education can be empowering: 
Empowering education, as I define it here, is critical-democratic pedagogy 
for self and social change. It is a student-centered program for 
multicultural democracy in school and society. It approaches individual 
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growth as an active, cooperative, and social process, because the self and 
society create each other. Human beings do no invent themselves in a 
vacuum, and society cannot be made unless people create it together. The 
goals of this pedagogy are to relate personal growth to public life, by 
developing strong skills, academic knowledge, habits of inquiry and 
critical curiosity about society, power, inequality, and change. (p. 69) 
Thus, as teachers we are called to the duty to bring about social change, and 
teach our students how to implement that change. 
Freire (1970) believes that if we are to bring about critical consciousness, 
we must build community among ourselves and within our classroom. As 
hooks (1994) concurs with Shor and Freire, "no education is politically 
neutral"(p. 37). The old patterns that exist in education are still the political 
perspectives that shaped this nation. Although passing these ideologies on may 
not necessarily be the intention of the teacher, the passive acceptance of this way 
of teaching perpetuates biases that encourage a White supremacist ideology. 
hooks (1994) claims that in order to make a democratic classroom, everyone 
including the teacher should feel the responsibility to contribute. A safe place for 
all to have a voice is the goal of transformative pedagogy. Like Freire, she 
believes a feeling of community would create a common sense of commitment 
towards a common goal that binds us. As educators, it is necessary to recognize 
that we live in a multicultural world that can benefit from building community 
and giving voice to all students. 
Often educational theory and more specifically, critical pedagogy has been 
criticized because of the difficulty of implementing theory into a usable practice. 
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It is easy to read about what gaps there are in educational practice but more 
difficult to fill those gaps through practice and application. 
Giroux and McLaren (1983) emphasize that teachers who embrace cultural 
studies must combine "theory and practice in order to affirm and demonstrate 
pedagogical practices engaged in creating a new language, rupturing 
disciplinary boundaries, de-centering authority, and rewriting the institutional 
and discursive borderlands in which politics becomes a condition for reasserting 
the relationship between agency, power, and struggle" (p. xvi). Thus, not only do 
students need to engage in dialogue but educators would benefit as well. 
Educators must share experiences, discomfort, ideas, and commitment in order 
for a true praxis to come forth. The praxis being that action and reflection must 
co-exist before change can occur. 
Trachtenberg (1990) voices similar concerns about educators and 
awareness. He supports the notion that students must know their roots and 
those of their peers in order to become productive citizens. Trachtenberg feels 
that the debate over multiculturalism has three problems. First, he states that 
there is confusion over the different meanings of culture. One meaning denotes 
"high culture," namely works of art literature, philosophy, and music; the other 
traces its origin to the modern social sciences and refers to the ways in which 
different groups of people organize their daily lives within national or ethnic 
groups, urban neighborhoods, companies and professions, and other settings. 
Second, there exists a refusal to acknowledge the extent to which western culture 
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has always been intertwined with other cultures. Third, people do not recognize 
the difficulty in understanding that multiculturalism is a means to the national 
survival of the United States; namely, our ability to reach students of color and 
help them become skilled and productive contributors to the economy will 
determine our success or failure in the international marketplace. Trachtenburg 
calls for schools to repeat the words of an ancient Roman playwright:"N othing 
human can be alien to me." 
Teaching with critical pedagogy as a strategy can create not only a more 
reflective community of pratictioners and students, but also develop a more 
human connection between all those involved. hooks (1994) claims that although 
there is a focus on multiculturalism in education, there is a lack of practical 
discussion about the ways classrooms and schools can be transformed into 
inclusive settings. As hooks (1994) also believes, "When we, as educators, allow 
our pedagogy to be radically changed by our recognition of a multicultural 
world, we can give students the education they desire and deserve. We can teach 
in ways that transform consciousness, creating a climate of free expression that is 
the essence of a truly liberatory liberal arts education." (p.44) 
Anti-Bias Curriculum 
Anti-bias curriculum is defined as incorporating positive intent of 
multiculturalism, where one goes beyond the "tourist curriculum". Derman-
Sparks (1997) argues that the "tourist curriculum" is patronizing and only 
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emphasizes the exotic features of cultures; thus, inadvertently seems as though it 
is meant for only children of color. An anti-bias curriculum calls for a real 
understanding between cultures. It is more inclusive and directly addresses the 
impact of stereotypes, prejudice, and intolerance. The anti-bias approach to 
challenging prejudice, stereotyping, bias, and the "isms" is active where 
individuals actively intervene and challenge the behaviors that perpetuate 
oppression. An example of this type of curriculum would be to empower 
individual students with a strong cultural identity by incorporating studying 
one's own heritage in school. 
Derman-Sparks and Phillips (1997) also recognize the need to transform 
the existing theories into practice. They begin first by outlining the dynamics of 
racism then offering how to transgress in anti-racist teaching. Derman-Sparks 
and Phillips explain their conceptual framework of racism in the United States. 
This framework rests on four major principles that drive racism. First, racism 
operates both overtly and covertly, the latter having particular significance for 
anti-racism education. They argue that overt manifestations of racism are easy to 
distinguish but it is covert racism that is harder to identify especially in 
education. IQ testing, tracking, a lack of understanding of differences in cultural 
learning styles, and curriculum centered on Euro-American culture all aid to 
create unequal opportunities and maintain institutional racism. Second, racism 
itself operates on a political construct. The construct of race has no scientific 
basis and blurs the distinction between race and ethnicity. Third, racism is 
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rooted in developmental capitalism and colonialism that Europeans cultivated in 
the New World. Derman-Sparks and Phillips state that enslaved labor played an 
essential role in the process of developing capitalism and colonial expansion, 
their main support being slavery. Lastly, racism operates in complex ways with 
sexism and classism. These all interact due to the oppressive forces that can 
dominate in all three arenas. Those in power justify oppression based on gender 
and class using arguments of inferiority. 
Derman-Sparks and Phillips are quick to contend that racism is still much 
in existence. They support this by using the University of California Regents as 
an example. The regents' decision to end affirmative action admissions for 
people of color caused many debates over the race issue. However, the Los 
Angeles Times investigated and revealed that many of the regents had pulled 
strings to get their own friends and relatives admitted to the system. The 
students who would benefit most from ending affirmative action would be 
White students. "Whites as Victims" has been the new face of racism where 
Whites are blaming people of color for social and economic problems. The big 
complaint here is that multiculturalism ignores White culture and hurts White 
children's self-esteem. 
As indicated in an earlier section, multicultural education is for all 
students. Nieto (1996) suggests that if multicultural education is not embraced 
then the opposite is a monocultural education that looks very much like the 
education of the present. She goes further to suggest that the cause of school 
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failure for large numbers of students is largely based on structural factors such as 
racism, and policy and practice that perpetuate inequity among students. 
Linguistic and cultural discontinuities also impact our students where their 
native languages are not honored in their classrooms, just another way of their 
cultures being made invisible. If education is to remain monocultural, it will 
maintain that only one reality exists for all students (Nieto, 1996). The research 
Nieto (1996) has done with 12 students that are reflective of our nation's ever 
changing demographics clearly identifies the need to reform our existing 
practices. Nieto's work is an important example of anti-bias curriculum. The case 
studies revealed that students felt that their academic success could be improved 
by (a) maintaining and affirming pride in native language and culture; (b) 
engaging in activities beyond academics in the school, home, and community; 
and( c) the developing supportive environments in school, home, and 
community. 
Research in Multicultural Education 
Nieto (1996) claims that research in multicultural education has been 
limited but the resurgence of interest in the field is producing an increase in the 
number of studies. She states that Allport has found that indirect approaches to 
the study of cultural groups are better than programs that taught directly about 
the group differences. Effective programs fostered acquaintance among diverse 
students, led to equity regarding social status, avoided non authentic 
representations of culture, and were implemented in a supportive community. 
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In Nieto's (1996) case studies, she classifies ten students as successful 
based on the following criteria: still in school and planning on graduating, good 
grades, had thoughts regarding their futures, generally enjoyed school, critical of 
their school experiences, and lastly described themselves as successful. In trying 
to identify what factors affected a student's success, Nieto states that each 
student came from different cultures, conditions, and overall experiences but 
feels that the students still report similar conditions which helped them to be 
successful. The case studies identify emergent themes that provide evidence that 
multicultural education is important to students. The students who were 
successful in school claimed that they were able to use their native language in 
school and that their teachers respected its use. Another lesson that Nieto learns 
from students is the lack of multicultural inclusive curriculum in schools today. 
She says that when the students did identify that there was some cultural time 
spent during the school day, it was usually on a very superficial basis such as 
holidays or food. Although the students do not suggest that multicultural 
education be comprehensively infused, Nieto (1996) argues that because they 
spoke so often about culture, home life, and their native languages, these 
students would have benefited by a comprehensive approach to multicultural 
education. Students also continued to identify outside extracurricular activities 
such as sports or after school clubs were one of the key components of their 
success. The type of activity may have varied from sports, community events, 
school clubs or religious groups; yet, it was the support that these activities 
offered that helped to steer them away from negative peer pressure. These 
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studies revealed that students often struggle with their cultural identities and 
find that teachers who care about them, acknowledge student identity struggles, 
and honor student cultures were the ones that had the most impact on them. 
Grant and Sleeter, (1994) looked at human relations approach (or 
intergroup relations) to multicultural education which has its theoretical 
foundations in general and social psychology. They reviewed much of the 
literature regarding human relations theory and ethnicity and found that many 
researchers find benefits from learning about their cultural groups. Furthermore, 
this synthesis of the studies and research regarding human relations, suggest that 
learning about one another's race would help to reduce the stereotype that 
people have regarding each other and increase tolerance. 
Grant and Sleeter (1994) looked directly at self-concept theory and suggest 
that educators oversimplify a child's self-concept. Since children develop their 
self-concepts through their interactions with people, they argue that school is an 
important place for developing self-concept and self-esteem. As stated by the 
Grant and Sleeter," ... school is a part of that wider society an my be transmitting 
damaging messages to which children then react (p.99). Furthermore, self 
concept theory also state that children 's self-esteem begins to drop by late 
elementary and junior high school. By adolescence, if students continue to get 
negative messages about themselves whether it be about race or even sexuality, 
their self-esteem is affected. In Grant and Sleeter's (1994), analysis they quote 
Bennett's (1996) insight on the importance of self-concept and success in school: 
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When a student with low self-esteem enters a classroom, self 
concept becomes one of the most challenging individual differences 
in how he or she will learn. Because students with a negative self-
image are not fully able to learn, school becomes an arena for 
failure that prevents them from achieving the success needed for 
high self-esteem. (p. 131) 
This supports Nieto (1992) who feels that self-concept is a result of policies and 
practices of schools and society that affirm some cultural groups while rejecting 
others. 
Grant and Sleeter (1994) offer strategies for educators as a result of their 
analysis. These strategies come directly from human relations theory. They 
found the most effective practices included children to be active participants in 
their learning. In addition, they stress the importance of provide accurate 
cognitive information regarding ethnicity issues. Not only should the 
information presented be authentic but it should also stress the commonality of 
people while celebrating the individual. They suggest addressing issues of 
intolerance and bias so that students see how people do react to differences they 
do not understand. This can be compared to Nieto's theory of multicultural 
education (1996). 
Banks (1991) reported after numerous studies on the impact of content 
about race and gender, that the results are inconsistent. However, he claims that 
many looked at short term effects but reported that there were more positive 
changes in student attitudes versus negative changes. 
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Much of the research in multicultural education consists of single group 
studies that look primarily at one group, such Chinese, or Latino students rather 
than heterogenous groups. This is often the shape that many high school and 
college courses take, such as a deep analysis of a particular group. The general 
findings do indicate that an increased awareness of one's own ethnic group is 
beneficial and that understanding one's self is an important first step in 
understanding others. Most of the advocates of single group studies recommend 
that the content of single groups be integrated into the mainstream curriculum 
(Grant & Sleeter, 1994). Grant and Sleeter (1994) point out that the single group 
studies, is an easier choice for many educators because it does not involve trying 
to develop multidisciplinary curriculum that includes all cultural groups. 
In the 1996 curriculum pilot of S.A.M.E., and anti-bias curriculum, 
students that experienced a five day sample of anti-bias lessons showed a 
statistically significant difference in the alleviation of bias (Lei, 1996). The overall 
growing number of studies suggest that only by reforming the entire school 
environment can the effects of multicultural education be successful. 
Summary 
The authors and theorists identified all believe that education can be 
transformative. Furthermore, the literature supports the notion that students 
would indeed benefit from a curriculum that was inclusive of all cultural 
perspectives and revealed the inequities of our society. Critical pedagogy would 
benefit students because it provides opportunities to dialogue and allows 
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individuals to name the world, namely their oppression, reflect upon it, and then 
begin a journey to transformation. Existing research studies on the effects of 
multicultural education may not be consistent, however, the studies do suggest 
that the effects are positive. I am not naive enough to believe that one program, 
like S.A.M.E. can change how multicultural education may be viewed by all 
teachers or students, nor that it can alleviate all the educational problems that 
exist in our schools. Yet, as the literature suggests, programs that address 
cultural issues and inclusive education provide students with the tools that can 







This study describes the critical reflections of adolescent student 
participants in the Students as Multicultural Educators Program. The dialogues 
with former student participants have given important insights within the areas 
of cultural identity and emergence of voice. Former student participants were . 
asked questions regarding for their thoughts on multicultural education, cultural 
issues, and cultural identity. Students were also able to add questions they felt 
were relevant and important to the study. Students had the right to remain silent 
if they were uncomfortable and skip any questions that made them feel uneasy. 
Throughout the dialogue process, students were encouraged to add or question 
the procedures presented. Through dialogues and the analysis of dialogue 
transcripts, I identified and described the emerging themes in chapter IV of this 
study. 
Research Design 
This study utilized the methodology of participatory r~s~~~ch. I chose to -
use participatory research because of its founding premise of critical reflection 
and dialogue. Dialogue is the tool that opens communication and allows an 
opportunity for both the participants and the researcher to engage in open and 
honest critical reflection (Ada & Beutel, 1993; Maguire, 1987). The method has 
been utilized to investigate social injustices and has given many oppressed 
people a voice (Ada & Beutel, 1993). As a means for social change and critical 
conscientiousness (Freire, 1983), it has provided both the researcher and the 
participants meaningful new consciousness about their experience in the 
S.A.M.E. Program. Furthermore, it has revealed important themes regarding 
participants' experiences in a multicultural/ anti-bias program that may 
encourage additional practice for schools in the future. Finally, this method 
allowed for the critical reflection on my own involvement in the program, thus, 
provides an increased awareness of my role as a practitioner. Former students 
participated in two to three dialogues. The students and the researcher 
dialogued for a period of about two weeks. The initial dialogue was done in 
writing with follow up session held either on the phone or in person at a place 
most convenient for the participant. The participants were given opportunities to 
provide feedback regarding the questions, their reflections and the themes that 
emerged. 
The Participatory Class Project 
In order to develop the dialogue questions more genuinely, I engaged one 
former student in a dialogue through a class project that served as the model for 
the rest of this research study. The participant was chosen because he had been 
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in the S.A.M.E. Program for 4 years and had recently taken action himself by 
initiating the S.A.M.E. program and implementing it at his high school. 
Portrait of the Participant 
Takahiro is a 17- year-old Japanese American. Tak was born in Long 
Island, New York on December 22nd, 1981. He spent his first three years in New 
York City and then moved to Chicago, Illinois. Tak attended two different 
elementary schools and a middle school. The moves were during the break up of 
his parents. In each school the student body was predominantly white. Tak 
moved to the San Francisco Bay area in the 7th grade when he was 12 years old. 
He attended Taylor Middle School. When he first moved to Millbrae, he moved 
with his father and a year later his father remarried and his step mother moved 
in. They are now in the process of splitting up. Tak's mom remained in Chicago 
and remarried when he was a freshman, which relocated her to Japan. Tak's 
mom and step-dad and little brother that is two years old will move back to 
Chicago this year. 
After Tak accepted the invitation to participate in this preliminary study, I 
discussed with him how we could proceed with the dialogues. On our first 
meeting, I asked a few of the questions but noticed that Tak needed time to 
reflect upon the questions. He asked if he could see all of the questions and 
upon looking at them asked if he could respond in writing. Tak felt he could 
better answer them if he could reflect and take the time to formulate his 
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response. I readily agreed and we met again after he finished the first set of 
questions. This allowed me as the researcher to ask Tak to elaborate on certain 
issues or clarify anything I needed. We continued with the same procedure for 
the second set of dialogue questions. 
After two dialogue sessions with Tak Shimada, I was encouraged by the 
amount of thought and reflection he was able to give to the issues presented to 
him. After reviewing the transcripts of both dialogue sessions, I began to see 
four emergent themes. They are the following: cultural identity, family and 
culture, school and culture, and the effects of the Students As Multicultural 
Educators Program. The importance of these emergent themes to multicultural 
education is discussed in more detail in following chapters. 
Emergent Themes 
Cultural identity. Tak was born in the United States. Many of his answers 
during the dialogue revealed how much Tak felt like an outsider during much of 
his childhood. Tak was frustrated with the fact that he was born in this country, 
but was not able to enjoy the privileges his white friends enjoyed due to being 
Japanese. Due to his growing up in the suburbs of Illinois, he was one of very 
few students of color. He experienced many incidents of racial discrimination, 
and being called hurtful names. Tak says he had tried to adopt the backgrounds 
of the people around him, which were white. He tried desperately to "be like 
everyone else." Tak had gotten the impression that to "succeed in this 
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country .... you needed to be White." All of this conflict about his cultural 
identity led to his actual hatred and resentment of his Japanese culture. He 
literally despised this part of him and tried to suppress it as much as possible. 
Tak speaks sadly of a time where he refused to use chopsticks at home or answer 
back in Japanese to his parents for a week. 
Tak now is very connected to his culture and reads Japanese literature, 
watches Japanese television, and listens to Japanese music. He says he is 
Japanese in his daily life and routines. 
Family and culture. Tak tells painful stories of how his conflict between 
trying to be White and being Japanese at home confused and angered him. He 
says it was "like living two different lives." As he was growing up, he had to 
adapt to parents who tried hard for Tak to retain his Japanese culture and the 
conflicting messages in school and society where American was very different 
from Japanese. He also had difficulties communicating with his parents. Tak 
had growing resentment for their constant preservation of culture. Sometimes he 
found it difficult to explain the" American system" of academics and school life. 
Tak realizes now that his parents helped to save a large part of his 
identity. He appreciates the gift they gave him of "never forgetting my 
heritage." It was his parents that taught him the language, customs, and the 
ways of Japanese society. 
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Culture and school. At school, Tak was faced with many challenges. He 
faced many racially charged experiences, as well as negative portrayals of Japan 
in his classes. When he was asked if he had learned about his culture in school, 
he told me about learning about the negative things, and Japan's role in WWII. 
He said that his high school had a Japanese Culture Club but it failed to really 
educate other students about Japanese culture because it was mainly a Japanese 
student club. He feels an authentic representation to other cultural groups is 
important. Tak speaks very candidly about the lack of respect for other cultures 
in the current curriculum. He says that Japanese people are always negatively 
portrayed and there is bias in what is taught in schools. Tak felt very strongly 
that school "holds issues of race and pride in one's race as taboo .... they think 
that by having pride in your country or race is something that shouldn't be 
displayed .... they regulate what your can write on posters because they think if 
you have pride in your country, it means you are putting down other races." 
Tak suggests that schools recognize the importance of teaching about all cultures 
to provide understanding between them. He suggests that teachers have an 
open mind and that race issues should not be thought of as an untouchable topic. 
He finishes by saying that, "learning is the only way to truly become tolerant, 
teaching is the only way that people will ever learn." 
Effects of the Students as Multicultural Educators Program. Tak has been 
active in the S.A.M.E. Program for the last five years. He began when he was an 
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8th grader at Taylor Middle School and continued to return for activities and 
culminating events as a mentor to younger students. His enthusiasm for the 
program was always reflected in the effort he put in. 
Tak' s reflections of the S.A.M.E. Program are quite profound and 
eloquent. He speaks of being liberated by this club that honored his true cultural 
identity. Perhaps this statement can capture the essence of how S.A.M.E. helped 
him; "I was no longer ashamed of myself and my difference. Quite the contrary, 
I was celebrated for my difference. This new idea blew me away." He continues 
by telling me that he learned about the beliefs and the culture of the individuals 
around him and it allowed him to appreciate the difference in the lifestyles of his 
peers. As he continued on with the program, Tak found that his resentment and 
shame of his culture disappeared. When he was asked about his most rewarding 
experience in S.A.M.E., he tells about the time that he taught an audience about 
the values and traditions of his culture. He says it helped him to celebrate his 
own ethnic background. "It was a turning point in my life where I was able to 
educate someone else about me that I used to hate." Tak speaks of S.A.M.E. 
quite fondly. He says he continued to come back year after year because of the 
sense of community he found through S.A.M.E. Tak says that S.A.M.E. provided 
him a place where he could finally be who he was. He made many friends, 
learned to communicate with all types of people and allowed him to understand 
people on a much deeper level. 
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Tak' s reflections about his cultural identity and his experience in S.A.M.E. 
provides a lens to view what an American born person of color may go through 
during their struggles with racial and cultural identity. Regarding the S.A.M.E. 
program, Tak has taken his reflections and experience and put them into social 
action. He has just started the S.A.M.E. program at his high school. He had to 
find two faculty advisors that were willing to support the endeavor. Tak and I 
worked together to develop a proposal for the program to be implemented at the 
high school. It is a great compliment to S.A.M.E. that he has furthered its 
ambition to provide a place where anyone can be proud of whom he or she is. 
Research Setting 
The Millbrae School District is located in a small suburban community in 
the San Francisco Bay Area that has a population of 21,000. Millbrae has a small 
town feeling and the district has four elementary schools and one middle school. 
I met all the participants at Taylor Middle School. I began the S.A.M.E. Program 
during my first year of teaching. I knew that there could be a lot of resistance to 
curriculum that incorporated the ideal S.A.M.E. proposed, thus, I carefully began 
S.A.M.E. as an extra-curricular program. 
The dialogue sessions were held first via e-mail and then where was most 
convenient for the participant. Four of the six participants are now in college 
and it was difficult to find time where they were available. They all had agreed 
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that dialogues would be done via e-mail and if possible, the final meeting was 
done in person or via telephone. 
Research Participants 
The research participants were six former students that had been involved 
in the S.A.M.E. program for at least three years. Eight students were invited for 
participation in the dialogues with the researcher. All eight of the students 
contacted accepted the invitation, however, one participant dropped out of the 
study due to a hectic working and traveling schedule. Another participant was to 
begin the dialogues later as he was taking Organic Chemistry all summer. He 
had also dropped out of the study. 
I worked directly with each of the participants for at least three years 
during the S.A.M.E. program, therefore, entry into the community was similar to 
contacting old friends. I had known the participants either through the S.A.M.E. 
Program and/ or having taught them in science. Participants were contacted 
initially through a letter inviting them to dialogue about their experience. After 
participants had accepted the invitation, they were given the dialogue questions 
in writing and on a computer disk. As mentioned earlier, the dialogue session 
with Tak in the class participatory project revealed that the participants may 
need time to reflect on the questions posed so that they could articulate their 
experience to the best of their ability. This suggestion came from Tak who had 
wanted more time to delve into the questions discussed at the initial dialogue 
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session. I asked the participants to return their responses within one week of 
them receiving the questions. After transcribing the e-mail into transcripts, I read 
and identified the g~.nerative themes. I made comments and posed clarifying 
questions for the second dialogues. 
The second dialogues were done either by e-mail or telephone. I sent the 
each of the participa~ts a copy of the first dialogue transcript in order for them to 
clarify, add or delete anything they wanted. 
I chose the participants for their continued participation in the program 
and for their varied roles. The participants vaned in age and ethnicity. Some of 
the participants experiences spanned their time at Taylor Middle school, where 
the program was in progress, and while they were high school students where 
their participation ~vas not required by their high schools. Their participation 
was based merely on their interest in the program. I interviewed three females 
and three males, each varying in age and cultural background. One female 
participant is a junh;>r in college and was part of the S.A.M.E. program since its 
inception for a total of five years. Two male participants are sophomores in 
college that also were involved in the program from the beginning for a total of 
five years. One male has just graduated from high school and will begin their 
freshman ye(\r and had been in S.A.M.E. for five years. The youngest of the 
participants are two females that will be juttiors in high school and were part of 
the program for the entirety of their time at Taylor, a tetal of three years. 
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Anne is a 20 year old, Eurasian female, half Japanese, and half English. 
Anne is a junior at University of San Francisco pursuing a degree in architecture. 
I have known Anne since she was an eighth grade student at Taylor Middle 
School. She participated in the first year of S.A.M.E. during her eight grade year 
attending the cultural presentations and being an active participant in the 
culminating fund raiser that year. Anne returned each year to participate in the 
fashion show and served as a role-model, and a leader for other alumni of the 
program. 
Anne is an intelligent, hip and energetic girl that continued to participate 
because she had the time, and because she enjoyed the interaction with the other 
students. Anne grew up in Millbrae, attending all the public schools in the 
district I had the pleasure of knowing Anne's parents, who are active members 
of the community and when at the middle school, active members of the PTA. 
Anne's mother and father, English and Japanese respectively, surprised both 
families with their union and they immigrated to the United States about 30 
years ago. Anne enjoys nihon-buhyo (Japanese dancing), photography, 
historical buildings and shopping. She takes her education seriously and 
describes her self as overly sensitive, and considerate. 
Anne is grateful to be of mixed cultural heritage and recalls growing up 
constantly comparing her two cultures. She attributes her ease with "different 
things" to her mixed cultural heritage. 
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Quiara 
Quiara is a 16 year old, % Filipina and 1/4 Spanish, who is beginning her 
junior year at Mercy-Burlingame High School. Quiara moved a couple of times 
during her grammar school years finally landing in South San Francisco. She 
attended Millbrae schools beginning in 4th grade and had intended on staying 
within the district to attend Mills High School, but due to her residing in South 
San Francisco, she was unable to transfer. This ultimately led her to Mercy High 
School, Burlingame, her mothers' alma mater. 
I have known Quiara since she was a 6th grader at Taylor Middle School. 
She joined S.A.M.E. initially in the 6th grade, and continued her participation 
through her eighth grade year. Each year I asked her to increase her level of 
participation, whereby in her eight grade year she was an assistant director for 
the fashion show and oversaw cultural presentations. I have also know Quiara as 
a student as I was her eighth grade science teacher. 
Quiara is a strong, intelligent, and insightful young woman. She is an 
athlete, and in the top of her class, her last report card showing a 3.9 G.P.A. She 
is quite headstrong in nature, as I have witnessed on many occasions, which 
would explain why she was on behavioral probation at Mercy, not academic. 
Quiaras' parents divorced when she was two years old, thus she has not 
had the opportunity to get to know her Spanish side which is her father's 
heritage. She lives with her mother, stepfather and little brother. Quiara's mother 
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immigrated to the U.S. when she was six years old and her stepfather has lived in 
the U.S. his entire life. 
Sam is an 18 year old, Chinese American, who immigrated from Hong 
Kong with his family when he was seven years old. His father is a chef at a 
famous Chinese restaurant and his mother cares for babies in their home. Sam 
will be attending the University of Davis this fall and has just graduated from 
Mills High School. 
I have known Sam since he was a 7th grade student in my science class. I 
was fortunate to teach Sam again in the 8th grade. Sam followed a friend to a 
S.A.M.E meeting as a 7th grader and continued to participate after he left the 
middle school. I was glad to have Sam and his friends in my class because he 
often spoke to me in Cantonese which help me brush up on my rusty recall of 
my language. 
Genis a 19 year old Japanese American, who is currently attending the 
College of San Mateo. He is hoping to transfer his junior year to a four- year 
institution. Gen joined S.A.M.E. when he was in the 7th grade, during it's first 
year. He had continued to participate until the initial program ended in 1998. 
(S.A.M.E. had since been added to the curriculum as an elective, thus, the format 
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change.) Gen was instrumental along with Anne, as the main alumni 
coordinators. These were two people I could not have done without. Gen and 
Anne scheduled rehearsals, contacted sponsors, organized fittings, and 
supervised peers on many occasions. 
Gen is a genuine, smart, and responsible young man. As I was the only 
adult faculty member in S.A.M.E., I relied heavily on my former students for 
their maturity, wisdom, and leadership. 
Priscilla 
Priscilla is a 16 year old, junior at Mills High School. She is Mexican 
American. I have know Priscilla since she was in the sixth grade at Taylor Middle 
School. She first began attending S.A.M.E. because her sister, Alexis was . 
participating in the program. I was Priscilla's teacher in 7th and 8th grades. 
Because she was strong and demonstrated an interest in S.A.M.E. I increased her 
level of participation and gave her leadership roles. She spent a lot of time 
organizing her peers, scheduling fittings, securing sponsors, and scheduling 
cultural presentations. 
Derek 
Derek is a 19-year-old sophomore at St. Mary's College. He is a Caucasian, 
with his mother being of a mixed European descent and his father 1/2 Italian and 
1/2 Lebanese. I have known Derek and his family for about 15 years. I had known 
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his brother prior to Derek having been my student in the 7th and 8th grades. I 
remain a close friend of the family. Derek's family was a large supporter of the 
S.A.M.E. program, each year contributing financially and generously with their 
time. Derek's mother was a large part of the program as well, helping to 
coordinate all parent volunteers for the program. Derek was an original member 
during the first year of the S.A.M.E. program and continuing throughout his high 
school years as well. 
Questions Used To Guide the Dialogues 
Research Question 1: 
What are the major issues concerning their ethnic identity faced by the middle 
school student participants? 
1. What is your cultural background? 
2. Do you feel you are well connected to your culture and heritage? 
3. Where did you learn about your heritage? 
Research Question 2: 
How do issues concerning ethnic identity affect the participants' self-esteem, 
peer relationships, and academic performance? 
1. How did you feel about your ethnic identity? 
2. How did it affect you at home? 
3. How did it affect you at school with friends/peers? 
4. How did it affect you at school academically? 
Research Question 3: 
How do former students perceive their experience in the Students as 
Multicultural Educators Program? 
1. Describe your experience in S.A.M.E.? 
2. What was your role? 
3. How much time did you spend? 
4. What was the most rewarding part of your participation? 
5. What did you learn about working with other students? 
6. Why did you continue to participate, year after year? 
Research Question 4: 
What did they learn from the program? What experiences did they have that 
differ from those in other programs or curriculum at school? 
1. Do you feel your culture is well represented in you school experiences? 
2. What have you learned about your culture at school? 
3. What would you want to learn about your culture at school? 
4. How do you relate to students of other cultures and/ or ethnicity? 
5. Did your cultural identity change during your participation in 
S.A.M.E.? How? 
6. Do you see yourself as a more tolerant individual, how so? Why? 
7. What have you learned through your experience in S.A.M.E. with 
regard to other cultures, abilities, and ages? 
Research Question 5: 
What recommendations do they have for teachers of culturally diverse 
populations? 
1. How should schools handle intolerance and issues of race? 
2. Do you have any suggestion for how teachers should talk about these 
issues? 
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Data Collection and Analysis Procedures 
The participants were contacted at the end of the summer. Participants 
were initially contacted by letter, (Appendix A) and a parental consent form 
(Appendix B), then I followed up with a phone call. Once they had accepted the 
invitation to participate, I proposed a schedule for all the dialogue sessions to be 
done and concluded by the first week of September. This was done for the 
convenience of the participants due to their student schedules. I did not foresee 
the fact that these young adults and adolescents had such busy lives during the 
summer and, more importantly, out of practice in doing something that may 
resemble "homework." One participant was taking Organic Chemistry and 
agreed to do his dialogue sessions within the first week of September. Following 
the suggestion of Tak from my prior participatory project, the participants were 
given the choice after reviewing the dialogue questions to answer in writing. Tak 
has advised that many of the questions required more in depth thought than the 
interview session would allow. He suggested that if he could spend time 
reflecting on the questions, the answers would be closer to what he really felt. 
All of the participants chose this option. In fact, it was the suggestion of one of 
the participants that we conduct the first dialogue not only in writing, but viae-
mail. Participants were given the dialogue questions in an initial meeting, both 
on paper and on a computer disk. The participants were able to respond either 
way with the option of sending the responses via e-mail. I received 5 of 8 
participant responses by the date initially given with the remaining responses 
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whenever possible. This consideration was given to allow for summer courses, 
vacations, and work schedules. After compiling the transcripts of the first 
dialogues, I read and proposed new and clarifying questions for each of the 
participants. Each participant asked to have those e-mailed back to them. The 
follow up sessions was to be in person and audio taped. In this session, the 
participants would be able to speak about the prior two dialogues and clarify or 
add anything they may wish. This process was different from a questionnaire 
due to the freedom the participants had to revise, question, and respond to 
questions. Further, the participants were able to reach me via telephone for any 
clarification they may had needed. 
Conducting the First Dialogue 
After the participants had accepted the invitation to participate, each was 
given the dialogue questions on both paper and computer disk. The participants 
were asked to respond at their convenience within two weeks of the initial 
meeting. I was available by both e-mail and telephone if questions were to occur 
or participants needed clarity on questions. Once the responses were returned 
via e-mail, I printed out a hard copy on paper, which gave me an instant 
transcript of the text. 
Transcribing and Reviewing the First Dialogue 
I read each participant's transcripts and took notes on large index cards 
significant quotes, reflections, and or themes. Then, with each transcript, I read 
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again for emergent themes. Emergent themes were identified as important if 
they were often repeated, or the answer was lengthy in nature. For each of the 
participants, I identified themes using post-its that I attached to their dialogue 
transcripts. As I read, I also wrote down questions I had on reflections I wanted 
the participant to clarify, elaborate on or add to. 
Conducting the Second Dialogue 
The questions that were noted were used for the second dialogue to clarify 
or to ask for more detail as to a specific question. These questions were given 
back to the participants and then discussed on the phone, in person, or at the last 
resort through e-mail. I again analyzed the transcripts of the clarification and 
then sent all the participants a copy of both dialogue sessions. 
Conducting the Final Dialogue 
Final dialogues were held in person at the end of the summer. These 
dialogues were held in various places, such as the local coffee shop, my 
classroom, the participants' home, or my home. Each participant was given a 
choice for his or her comfort. The final dialogue was conducted to ask about the 
overall participatory process, and to share the emergent themes that I had 
identified. Again, the participants were able to contribute comments and add 
questions if necessary. 
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Analyzing the Data 
Data was analyzed following the participatory research methodology. 
After reading each session of the dialogues, I looked for themes that could be 
identified with regard to the original research questions and their themes. The 
emergent themes fell into one of the two major research categories, cultural 
identity, or the S.A.M.E. experience. Once themes were placed within one of the 
possible two categories, further analysis on the emergent themes was done. 
Notes from each dialogue were used to identify generative themes, as well 
as actual text from the dialogue. 
Individual participant generative themes were identified to construct the 
general thought patterns that coincided with the research questions. The 
following was done during the transcript analysis: 
1. Transcripts were first highlighted during the initial reading for 
important thoughts, or comments concerning the question at hand. 
2. The second reading was done to draw out important themes that 
occurred frequently, or may have demonstrated significance to the 
participant. Notes during this reading were taking on large index 
cards. 
3. A third r~adinJL~~-dune.to r~S:.O.I~g~l1~rative_.theJUg~j!L~f!dl 
participant's dialogue. Themes were identified either because of the 
content due to the guiding questions or the significance the participant 
placed on the given topic. These themes were placed on post it notes 
that were attached to the dialogue transcription. 
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4. All notes on the index cards and post it's were then placed into a table 
that would show themes of each participant side by side. This was to 
establish similarities or differences between the participants. 
After the themes were identified, they were then placed in common clusters to 
identify larger common generative themes across participants. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
As indicated in Appendix A, the participants were contacted via letter and 
invited to participate in the study. Participants were informed that they could 
withdraw from the study at anytime during their participation for any reason. 
Participants were also informed that if at anytime they felt uncomfortable during 
the dialogue process they could remain silent in their response. Participants were 
given the opportunity to peruse the transcripts of their dialogue and make any 
changes they felt necessary. The letter also informed participants that individual 
identities would remain confidential and pseudonyms would be used. All 
records involving participation in the study, as well as dialogue recordings, and 
transcripts have be kept in a locked file cabinet with access only for the 
researcher. 
Background of the Researcher 
I have been a teacher at Taylor Middle School for the past seven years. I 
am currently teaching 8th grade science and Introduction to Cross-cultural 
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Studies which is the result of the successful S.A.M.E. Program. As a former 
student at Taylor, it was a refreshing to see that the school had become more 
diverse. I have earned a Mater of Arts in Multicultural Education and have spent 
the larger portion of my doctoral studies in multicultural education and critical 
pedagogy. 
It seemed evident when I began teaching at the middle school level that 
students had changed from the time that I had been a student. I was one of few 
Asian students at my junior high and elementary schools. I often felt ashamed of 
my culture and proceeded to do what I could to hide my heritage. I struggled 
with my cultural identity throughout my childhood. I was directly a product of 
assimilation and the educational system that perpetuated the belief that the 
values and histories of the dominant culture were more valuable than my native 
culture. The motivation for founding the S.A.M.E. program comes from my own 
reflections on the need to heal and celebrate my own cultural identity. 
At Taylor Middle School, there has been a noticeable positive change in 
the identity of students of color. Students of color are often proud of their 
heritage and even more so, not a minority in many parts of the country. Most 
students of color at Taylor are more comfortable with their identities than I had 
been as a student. Many students of color pursue the same academic and social 
goals, whereas, socially I had never felt comfortable about what I could 
participate in or not. However, many students still feel the effects of 
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marginalization and patterns of inequity still are present. Many of the labeled 
"at-risk" students at Taylor are students of color. 
I suspect that many of the inequities that exist in education affect students 
in ways we have only begun to understand. It was not until experiences in 
college at the University of California, Berkeley that I was able to read literature 
by individuals who were similar to me. I had suddenly realized how invisible I 
had been, and began to reflect about how important it was to my cultural 
identity to finally be recognized. I finally had a sense of validation. 
It is my intention to incorporate this type of programming into school-
wide activities, classroom participation, school-wide events and ultimately, 
curriculum at Taylor Middle School. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Findings and Discussion 
Introduction 
The dialogue transcripts that were analyzed for this chapter were 
collected from six former student participants of the Students as Multicultural 
Educators Program at Taylor Middle school in Millbrae, California. Eight 
participants were initially contacted for honest, open and reflective conversations 
regarding their experience in the S.A.M.E. program. Participatory research was 
chosen to be the most reflective and flexible way for these participants to share 
their experiences. 
I was lucky to have participants who wanted to first reflect on the guiding 
questions, then answer in writing, in order to give more thoughtful review of 
their overall experience. After receiving the first set of responses, I read them, 
and identified themes and sent them back to the participant for review. I asked 
some clarifying questions and also, allowed for the participants to add to or 
clarify any existing responses. The second dialogues were done in person or on 
the phone. If participants were unable to meet in person due to their summer 
schedule, I allowed for them to clarify on the phone and e-mail me any other 
comments. Again the participants were able to clarify any prior responses and 
aid in the identification of emergent themes. 
The findings will be presented according to the two main themes that 
emerged. The main emergent themes are cultural identity and the S.A.M.E. 
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experience. Within the two categories, the themes that were revealed in the 
dialogues will be discussed. 
Findings 
The themes that emerged were classified by how often they recurred in 
the transcripts of the dialogues. The themes emerged within two main categories 
cultural identity and the S.A.M.E. experience. 
Cultural Identity 
• Tolerance/Increased acceptance of others 
• Exposure to Diversity 
• Cultural Pride 
• Importance of Family 
• Self-Awareness/ Self-Acceptance 
• Self confidence 
• Assimilation 
• Lack of Representation in School/Lack of Representation in Curriculum 
• Suggestions for education/Teachers/Curriculum Involving Culture 
Tolerance. Tolerance was a theme that emerged among all of the 
participants. Each of the participants noted that they had an increased sense of 
tolerance, and were more apt to deal with differences in culture because of their 
participation in the program. I placed this theme in the cultural identity section 
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because an increased sense of tolerance also attributes to the participants overall 
cultural identity. As the participants reflected upon tolerance: 
Gen: ..... a unique experience, many people of different backgrounds 
and of different ages, many that I would have probably not 
associated with if it wasn't for the program. I feel that I am tolerant 
of other, I have and give respect to other people of different ethnic 
backgrounds. I do not feel that I judge other people of different 
races and classify them to a certain type of role or behavior. 
Sam: ... all are equal regardless of age culture or ability- no one 
should be treated differently because they are different. Under the 
skin we are all the same and no one person is better that the other. 
Priscilla: I see myself as a tolerant individual because I accept 
people for who they are and don't judge them on their differences. 
Quiara: It educated me in not stereotyping a certain person because 
of their race and truly taking the time to learn who this person 
really is and not judging them by a stereotype. 
Anne: I think that children of mixed back grounds of different 
ethnicity other than "Anglo" tend to have a higher tolerance of 
diversity. But I can't speak for all because there are people who are 
other than" Anglo" that surround themselves exclusively with their 
own "kind." But most share less of a fear to things different to them 
of maybe even challenging to them in any situation. I am open-
minded to my friend's different cultures as they are to me. And I 
love having a diverse group of friends ... because it's fun to 
participate in cultural events of even beliefs that are different from 
your own. 
The participants all felt they were more tolerant overall due to their being 
put into situations that they otherwise may not have found themselves in. 
However, Anne states that having been of "mixed race," she is less afraid of 
difference than her "Anglo" peers. Regardless, the exposure she did have had an 
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impact upon her interest in cultures as shown in the dialogues where she said 
that she enjoys cultural events and learning about different beliefs. Overall, the 
participants considered themselves very tolerant individuals and attributed this 
to their participation in the S.A.M.E. Program. 
Exposure to diversity. Participants reported that an increase in their 
exposure to diversity was created by the participation in the program. Students 
that would not normally cross social cliques or color barriers were able to reflect 
on their exposure as a positive and rewarding aspect of the program. 
Gen: ... a unique experience many people of different background 
and of different ages, many that I would have probably not have 
associated with if it wasn't for the program. 
Anne: Kids that would have never hang out with each other were 
brought together and I noticed that the bond formed among 
everyone and broke down some social barriers. I made some very 
close friends and to this day share most of my happy memories 
with. 
Sam: I was able to meet many new people where I may never have 
had a chance if not for the program. I discovered friendships that 
are now still intact even after high school. 
Quiara: SA.M.E. opened my eyes to the genuinely diverse 
community that I live in. This program allowed all its members to 
represent themselves and not hide behind who they really were. It 
makes each member feel accepted and not uncomfortable about 
what roots they are from. 
The participants all reported that the exposure to different cultures and 
beliefs was beneficial and was different other school experiences. As the 
dialogues illustrate, many would not have thought of leaving their social cliques, 
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or friends of the same culture if they had not been forced to through the activities 
of the program. 
Cultural pride. All the student participants reflected that they had an 
increased level of cultural pride. For a couple students, this was a new 
phenomenon, and for others they had acknowledged an increase in an already 
strong pride in their heritage. As students reflected on this: 
Derek: I think that S.A.M.E. helped me to form a cultural identity 
and helped me to understand the value of another person's cultural 
identity. 
Sam: ... after my participation in S.A.M.E.I realized that I'm not just 
Chinese but American just like all the other kids .... no longer 
should I be judge based on my ethnicity but based on my 
personality and intelligence. 
Gen: The activities in S.A.M.E. may have made me more aware of 
my presence as a Japanese in a school full of different races and 
cultures. 
Quiara: I left embracing my heritage and finally coming to the 
realization that I was different from other people. 
For Sam, he realized that being Chinese was not different from being an 
American, while Gen and Quiara' s dialogues reveal they had gained a greater 
sense of who they were culturally with regards to others. They had both stated 
during the dialogues that the realizations led to being more proud of their 
cultural heritage. These statements are powerful for the mere fact that the 
participants showed a great deal of understanding about their place within a 
culturally diverse society. 
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Importance of family. Each of the participants said that they had learned 
about their heritage first and foremost from their families. Half of the six 
participants noted that their families still maintained cultural traditions and it 
was their families that gave them their strongest sense of cultural heritage. The 
important elements revealed that maintaining their native language or 
participation in traditional art forms kept them close to their culture. The other 
half of the participants, Priscilla, Derek and Quiara each said that they wished 
that they had more connection to their culture, but that some cultural elements 
had not been lost through grandparents. Interestingly enough, all three of these 
participants came from families where their parents were the first generation in 
this country. 
Priscilla: I don't feel as connected to my background as I could 
be .. .I learned from S.A.M.E. cultural presentations about my own 
Mexican heritage. S.A.M.E. taught me to be proud of who I am. 
Quiara: I wasn't taught too much from parents because my mom 
didn't know too much. But I wanted to know the language and 
asked to learn. 
Derek: ... a little from family. I also learned by teaching myself, 
looking things up in books and watching television shows and 
things like that. A presentation that I gave for S.A.M.E. on my 
heritage in seventh grade also forced me to learn a great deal about 
myself. 
Anne: I learned about my heritage from my parents and family. My 
dad would always tell me how the Japanese people do certain 
things in different ways than others (cultures), and same goes with 
my mom. 
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Cultural pride was evident in all of the participants as they spoke about their 
heritage. Most of the participants were actively pursuing cultural arts or learning 
more on their own regarding their cultural heritage. Furthermore, the 
participants enrolled in college had begun taking college level courses that dealt 
with their cultural heritage and expressed interest in learning more about other 
cui tures as well. 
Self-awareness and self-acceptance. All the participants revealed 
that they acquired an increased self-awareness and self-concept as a result 
of their participation. These comments showed a serious amount of 
introspection that revealed issues of having a greater awareness of the 
similarities and differences between the participants and their peers. 
As a couple of participants said: 
Quiara: I had a whole other side to myself that I could only know 
by learning more about where I came from and S.A.M.E. allowed 
me to accept this side of me. 
Anne: I have become more aware to my cultural identity and how 
it ties into my personality, morals and beliefs. Over the years, after 
S.A.M.E. and being able to reflect on what I actually participated in, 
I've grown a much deeper respect to other cultures and hope to 
learn more about them. 
As indicated in earlier quotes of Sam and Gen, both had come to realize more 
about their sense of cultural identity among the greater whole. Their reflections 
indicate that they had an increase in pride resulting from this self-awareness. 
These participants had all said that they may not have thought about their 
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cultural identities within the greater whole, but because they were interacting 
with such a diverse group they were able to identify similarities to the whole and 
celebrate the differences. 
Self-confidence. Both an increase in self-awareness and self-acceptance 
give rise to the next emergent theme, that of self-confidence. Overall the 
dialogues reflected the self-confidence of the participants. Self-confidence was 
revealed in the dialogues as participants describe their roles in the program. As 
they reflected upon the presentations made in front of peers, a few of the 
participants said these presentations led to a feeling of validation regarding 
their culture. This gave way to a better sense of self-knowledge. As noted by 
Quiara, " It was important for me to try to teach other people about my culture 
because through teaching them a little of what I knew already, I was establishing 
it more concretely in myself." Particularly to Sam, who is an immigrant, his 
greater sense of self and being comfortable about being Chinese in America 
made him feel better about his role among his peers. I gathered that each of the 
participants made leaps in their self-confidence, especially those students who 
continued to be active in S.A.M.E. while they were in high school. Many of the 
participants took on leadership roles during their time in S.A.M.E., all of which 
could be attributed to a greater self-confidence and will be explored in greater 
detail later in this section. 
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Assimilation. As participants spoke about cultural heritage, some of them 
revealed that their connections to their culture were weakened because of 
assimilation. For instance, Quiara had said that her mother having grown up in 
this country, had lost most of her native language skills and had to turn to her 
own mother for renewal of her traditions and her language. Quiara felt this 
language loss when she asked her mother to try to teach her Tagalog at home. 
Her mother often struggled with the language and eventually gave up trying to 
pass it on. Also, Quiara mentioned that because she grew up with mostly White 
people around her, she really did not see herself as very different. She 
acknowledged that her enlightenment as a Filipina came during her participation 
in S.A.M.E. where she was celebrated for her difference, a difference she had not 
really recognized before. She says, "I always lived where there were White 
people, so naturally I thought I was White." Quiara feels that in her high school, 
she has learned more about being a Filipina, because her many of her peers are 
Filipina and they have taught her even more about traditions and her culture in 
general. 
I found that Derek, being the only White participant, was further away 
from his connection to his culture. His mother had referred to her background as 
being a "Heinz 57" mixture, but left it at that. Although Derek was a% Lebanese, 
there was not a strong sense of his Lebanese side when he was growing up due 
to his father having grown up in this country. Derek said that it was often 
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referred to but he had to go to books and peers during his participation in 
S.A.M.E. when he was preparing for his cultural presentation. 
Assimilation also seemed to have affected Priscilla's cultural identity 
because she revealed that she was not able to communicate with her 
grandmother due to a language barrier. Like Derek, she also had to dig a little 
deeper for her cultural presentations. 
Lack of representation in school/ curriculum. Issues regarding each 
participant's experience with regard to school and curriculum were varied and 
quite revealing. Gen and Anne noticed that the representation of Japanese in 
their curricular experiences seemed negative, brief, and often inaccurate. Like 
Tak (from the class participatory project), they had noticed that the history they 
learned reflected Japanese in a more negative light. Anne remembered, "There 
was not even a page in the history book, and of course they were made out to be 
inferior .... the derogatory word Jap, starting WWII, concentration camps and 
people who sneered at the thought of eating raw fish," as her most vivid 
memories of earlier curriculum. Anne said, "it wasn't until college that I've been 
learning more about other cultures and their religions." The other participants' 
dialogues showed that their curricular experiences were similar to Gen and 
Anne's. None had really remembered much about particular classes that had 
addressed culture specifically but each spoke of their experience in S.A.M.E. to 
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be a common ground where their culture was valued and celebrated. As 
illustrated by the dialogues: 
Derek: Up until this year in college, however, I have never felt that 
anybody' s culture was represented better that is was at Taylor 
Middle School. This directly related to S.A.M.E. and the fact that 
there was an opportunity for everyone on campus to learn about 
their own culture as well as the culture of others. S.A.M.E. is such 
an added benefit because it allowed the kids to do more than just 
read about their heritage but actually present and share it with each 
other. 
Sam: I had a growing interest in cultures other than my own .... 
through S.A.M.E. many of the questions about other cultures that 
were in my mind were answered and I was able to interact with 
people of many different ethnic backgrounds, asking them about 
their cultures. 
Quiara: S.A.M.E. taught me to value my heritage more and to be 
open-minded to the customs and traditional values that some of 
my peers may possess. It educated me in not stereotyping a certain 
person, because of their race and truly taking the time to learn who 
this person really is and not judging them by a stereotype. 
Priscilla: Students that participated in S.A.M.E. learned about 
respect, acceptance, and about different cultures. 
These reflections were important in discovering where the gaps were with 
regard to curriculum and culture. As we discussed how teachers might be able to 
encourage this type of curriculum into their practice, the participants made 
suggestions regarding why and how culture should be infused into education. 
Suggestions for education/ teachers/ curriculum involving culture. All of 
the participants were certain that a curriculum that contained cultural diversity 
would benefit students. Since the S.A.M.E. Program was an extra-curricular 
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program during the participants' tenure at Taylor Middle School, they were 
unable to experience the elective that I teach as the replacement of the S.A.M.E. 
Program. The participants were able to articulate that is was a necessary leap for 
educational practice; yet were not specific in with regard to how to infuse it 
directly in the existing curriculum. As the dialogues revealed: 
Anne: Culture should be the root of a child's education. You can't 
expect high school kids to change their interpretations of a culture 
instantly or within a period of two semesters. But to teach that 
everyone should embrace diversity and that "different" does not 
equal "inferior" at a young age and be CONSISTENT through a 
child's thinking education development could probably result in a 
lot more consideration of others in this world. Make it a priority in 
a child's education from pre-school to graduation. 
Gen: When teaching, all different types of cultures should be 
presented. Students would probably like to learn of their own 
culture in detail. Student would also probably like to know what 
significance their culture has had and what contributions they have 
made to the world. 
Quiara: Educators need to be well educated about what they are 
teaching their students. Culture should definitely be taught by 
educators that feels that culture is an important part of who they 
are and also feel it's an important part of the society and 
community we live in today. If the educator doesn't have these 
points in mind, they should not be allowed to teach about culture 
because miseducation leads to stereotyping and prejudices against 
cultures. 
Sam: People need to be more educated about other cultures so they 
don't think of other culture differently ... that all are equal 
regardless of age culture or ability- no one should be treated 
differently because they are different. Under the skin we are all the 
same and no one person is better than the other. 
Derek: Every school should have a program like S.A.M.E. where 
kids get to be educated and educate each other about such issues 
along with ideas of multiculturalism. 
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The reflections of the participants were passionate when it came to these 
suggestions. More specifically, these show that they were not overly concerned 
with the content of the curriculum being focused on historical perspectives, but 
call for a much more affective way of looking at culture. For example, validating 
cultures and teaching tolerance. Furthermore, Quiara goes as far to say that the 
quality of this sort of curriculum is just as important because miseducation can 
be more detrimental than none at all. 
The generative theme of cultural identity show a strong collective voice of 
the participants. They reflect individuals who worked together on a program and 
product they strongly believed in. The following section regarding the generative 
themes that emerged as a result of the S.A.M.E. experience reveals some of the 
reasons why the participants spoke so passionately regarding these issues. 
The S.A.M.E. Experience 
During the participant dialogues, the themes that emerged regarding the 
S.A.M.E. experience were varied and multifaceted. As participants dialogued 
regarding their experiences in the S.A.M.E. Program, they a shared a fondness 
for the program and an even more significant fondness for the relationships they 
developed. It was remarkable what they remembered and what they felt they 
gained through the program. The dialogues illustrated the following themes: 
• Responsibility /Leadership 
• Peer Education 
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• Respect for Others 
• Working with Others 
• Peer Relationships/Friendships 
Responsibility/leadership. Some of the participants in the S.A.M.E. 
Program took on leadership roles. Whether it was a small duty such as 
scheduling cultural presentations, or a larger role of organizing all the alumni 
rehearsals, the participants remember that the responsibility gave them a role 
that they did not have before. Among peers, all of the participants were well 
respected, and they rose to their responsibilities because of the trust their peers 
gave them. The participants who continued to participate in the S.A.M.E. 
program while they were in high school knew that returning would place them 
into a role model status. The participants' time spent in the program varied from 
three hours per week to 10-15 hours a week as the culminating fund raiser, the 
multicultural fashion show, approached. They gave to the program in a variety 
of ways such as time rehearsing, contacting sponsors, helping parents, making 
flyers, and contacting press, working with school staff, scheduling fittings, and 
making cultural presentations. Derek and the other S.A.M.E. participants 
prepared presentations for the teachers and other students regarding the 
S.A.M.E. Program and its goals at the County Office of Education in San Mateo 
as well as for the Bay Area Healthy Kids Youth Summit, at the University of 
California, Berkeley. As the program's popularity and message spread, so did 
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the requests for presentations to youth and teacher conferences. The participants 
spoke of the fact that they were part of "something special." As Priscilla says, "it 
gave me responsibility and leadership that I would not have learned anywhere 
else." As a couple of others reflected 
Anne: I had absolutely no clue how much time productions like 
the S.A.M.E. fashion show and the program took out of one's 
schedule. There was a lot of responsibility I picked up on for sure 
and how to deal with things. 
Derek: I participated as a member of S.A.M.E. each year that I had 
the opportunity, .... .! helped with recruiting members in the early 
stages and also with the organizing of the presentations that 
students made about their heritage. I also attended tow separate 
workshops with Gwenn promoting multicultural education and 
racial tolerance. 
The overall feeling that the dialogues showed was that each of the participants 
felt that they were an active and responsible part of the program. They each felt 
they served important roles for the success we created together. 
Peer education. The participants were able to articulate the many ways 
that they were themselves the "educators" during their time in the S.A.M.E. 
Program. As Derek's reflection demonstrated, some of them spent time actually 
educating adults regarding the ideology of S.A.M.E. or they spent time doing 
cultural presentations where inadvertently they were educating not only their 
peers but themselves as well. Some made important contributions to other 
schools by sharing the program at conferences and describing why S.A.M.E. 
might be important to implement at their school. As seen inthe class 
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participatory project, Tak had demonstrated a dedication to the program by 
starting a S.A.M.E. Program at his high school. As seen in the reflections: 
Quiara: S.A.M.E. allows student to educate each other about their 
culture who might not be informed about such traditions and 
customs that their fellow peer practices. 
Sam: I mostly tried to educate others about where I came from and 
how the society works there giving them insights on places where 
many of them have never visited. 
Derek: In our society, the importance of integration and acceptance 
has always been known, but a s a member of S.A.M.E. we were 
actually education everyone around us and helping them to 
embrace multiculturalism and spread it from there. 
Gen: I remember doing a presentation on Japan and having to ask a 
few questions to my mother to make sure that I was presenting 
accurate information to my fellow students. 
As shown by the reflections of the participants, often the peer educating 
gave the students opportunities to learn more about themselves. As noted in 
Quiara' s reflections earlier, through educating others about her heritage, she felt 
she was establishing her cultural identity more firmly in herself. These peer 
educating opportunities gave the students a lot of time to work with others, thus, 
leading to an increase in their understanding of their peers. A direct result of the 
peer educating was an increase in cultural pride and self-confidence. The 
following emergent theme of respect for others, explores this further. 
Respect for others. Throughout the dialogues, the participants referred 
often to the growth of respect for their peers and how they became less 
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judgmental in the process. A few participants said that rather than looking to 
establish a category for each person they came across, they were able to resist 
placing them into stereotypical images due their cultural background. As Gen 
reflects, "I feel that I am tolerant of others, I have and give respect to other 
people of different ethnic backgrounds. I do not feel that I judge other people of 
different races and classify them to a certain type of role or behavior. I try to be 
as open as I can." This was the sentiment of the other participants as well: 
Anne: I learned not to judge right away, even though it's very 
difficult for me to avoid judgement. I learned that I wasn't the only 
person in the room and that everyone can get along when brought 
together under an umbrella of similarity. 
Sam: As time passed being a member of the program I was able to 
relate to students of other backgrounds much better in that I no 
longer communicated with them with their cultures and ethnicity' s 
in mind and spoke to them based on their insights. 
Quiara: S.A.M.E. has taught me to value my heritage more and to 
be open-minded to the customs and traditional values that some of 
my peers may possess. It has also educated me in not stereotyping 
a certain person, because of their race and truly taking the time to 
learn who this person really is and not judging them by a 
stereotype. 
Derek: For me, race, color, ancestral roots and things like that are 
really a non-issue. I don't really look at other people as "different" 
because of where they come from or what color their skin is. 
S.A.M.E. helped me to realize that learning about a person's 
heritage is important, and is very interesting and always beneficial. 
The dialogues revealed that the participants felt strongly about the group 
process, that working with others taught had taught them to be more tolerant, 
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less judgmental, and less self-involved. The next theme to be presented is 
working with others, where these concepts are visible in the dialogues. 
Working with others. Some of the participants stated that working with 
others was difficult in the beginning but often referred to the experience as a 
valuable one because it taught them how to communicate with others to 
accomplish a goal. Their insights into the group process were thoughtful and 
revealed that teens often are not taught how to interact with others when a 
common goal is shared. The participants reflected about their process: 
Derek: I learned that at times working with other students can be 
hard. Not everyone always has the same idea, or the same direction 
and its tough to work beyond that and get to a desired goal without 
making anyone feel inadequate. But I also learned that sometimes 
one has to make sacrifices, because when you work with other 
people for one common cause, the fact that your voice is not heard 
might not matter so much it the group can really influence people. 
Sam: Through the many opportunities that I had to work with 
other students, I learned many things, which proved to help me a 
lot in high school. The most important thing I learned was that 
there will be times when the ideas of you and your groups will not 
be the same but if you can sit down calmly and talk over it, there 
isn't anything that can't be resolved. Also, working with others 
really showed me how much more can be accomplished when 
many minds come together to concentrate on doing one thing. 
Priscilla: I learned a lot by working with other students. It was hard 
to direct your peers but the environment that we all were in made 
it easy to get things done, a big part of the show was to be tolerant 
of each other, and we all were. 
Quiara: One important thing that I learned was no matter what race 
or ethnicity you come from there will always be compromise 
between people that share the same goal. This is biggest thing that 
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I've learned. No matter how strongly one's opinion differs from the 
other, compromise, will bring unity to the goal each one person is 
trying to achieve. 
Gen: It is not easy organizing a large group of people, there is a 
need for patience and understanding. It is interesting to hear other 
student's ideas and learn of their talents. Working with many 
people of different ages requires giving and receiving respect 
equally and fairly. But there is a need for authority and leadership. 
These strong sentiments were the most surprising. I had not anticipated 
that the students would have valued their experience of the actual group process. 
As Anne's dialogue in an earlier section had shown, she had discovered that she 
was not the 11 only one in the room." This characteristic of the participants 
becoming less self-involved is not typical of adolescents that I have taught. Even 
Sam had recognized that the skills he gained from his participation had given 
him some advantages in high school. When Sam spoke of his increased sense of 
tolerance, he also notes that when he does interact with others who are not as 
tolerant of II difference," he is more forgiving because he had been like that once. 
Sam recognized that not everyone had been fortunate to share his experience in 
the S.A.M.E. Program. Although the participants note that working with others 
was difficult at times, each participant spoke fondly of relationships they built 
during this time. 
Peer relationships/ friendships. This final emergent theme is important in 
many ways. The peer relationships were mentioned by each of the participants as 
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being not only significant but also, one of the reasons they remained in the 
program, even after leaving Taylor Middle School. In one instance, Anne said 
that S.A.M.E. provided a sense of security, that she came back because of familiar 
faces and an overall" good vibes." Others recall that they would not have 
ordinarily interacted with so many "different" people, but that diversity enabled 
friendships to grow outside of their regular peer groups. As Anne had stated 
before, she recognized that a bond had formed among people who normally 
would not have interacted and that in itself broke down social barriers. Sam had 
noted that his friendships from the experience were still intact today, after 
graduating from high school. He had seen these relationships that he formed as 
the most rewarding part of his experience aside from learning about others' 
ethnic backgrounds. As put by a few of the other participants: 
Derek: The relationships I formed with the other kids was also a 
high point, because we came to be such good friends and were 
brought even closer by what we were trying to stress. 
Quiara: I have great friendships that I know will last a lifetime and 
I have treasured memories that I can always look back on and 
smile. 
Gen: The most rewarding part was to meet and become good 
friends with many people that AI would other wise not get to 
know. Each year I came out with many friends and many 
memories. 
When asked why they had continued in the program each year, each of 
the participants participated for reasons that seemed more global that 
individualistic. For example, Derek felt that the message of S.A.M.E. was 
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important and felt that the middle school students would recognize this 
importance by his willingness to return during his high school years. Quiara felt 
that it was important for her to keep in touch with representing who she was 
through her culture. She returned because she felt it was important to teach 
others about her culture, and inevitably, validating it further within her. Sam 
returned year after year because he felt there was always more to learn about 
others. Priscilla said that she returned each year because she always gained 
something new, whether is was leadership, tolerance, or even something new 
about herself. Gen had stated that his reasons of returning were that it was a 
unique experience where he was guaranteed to make many new friends. Anne 
knew it was the security and familiarity that brought her back each year. The 
relationships and friendships they spoke about when recalling why they 
returned were consistently mentioned with each of the participants. It was 
evident that each of the participants built longtime relationships during the 
process. 
Discussion 
I was pleasantly surprised by the findings of this study. I had not expected 
the participants first to be so eloquent regarding their experience, nor had I 
expected that they were so affected by their participation in the S.A.M.E. 
Program. I also was touched by their willingness to share what their experiences 
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had meant to them, and glad that they had the opportunity to reflect upon their 
time in the program. 
Since the S.A.M.E. Program is my own creation, the findings are much 
more meaningful than merely investigating a problem I was not directly a part. 
Not only do the findings demonstrate that the adolescent participants have a 
tremendous amount of skill in articulating educational experiences, they have 
also shown that the study has given the adolescent participants an opportunity 
to voice their opinions and experience as the actual data for research. The 
participants seemed to have gained more insight of their roles in the S.A.M.E. 
Program due to their opportunity to dialogue about their experience. The overall 
sense I gleaned from the transcripts of the dialogues was participants were glad 
to be a part of the overall process and felt strongly enough about the program to 
offer their reflections. 
As the participants reflected upon their experience in the S.A.M.E. 
Program, the positive effects were evident to be products of the program. Within 
the cultural identity emergent themes, tolerance, and an increased acceptance of 
others was demonstrated throughout the reflections of the participants. The 
student participants spoke of how they were interacting with students outside 
their comfort zone whether social or cultural and that they learned to appreciate 
the differences and cultures of their peers. 
The student participants identified that it was this exposure to diversity 
that increased their self-confidence by allowing for opportunities of self-
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acceptance and self-awareness. The dialogues illustrated that the student 
participants became more culturally aware of themselves as well as their peers. 
This led to an increase in cultural pride, something that the participants 
attributes to their experience in the S.A.M.E. program. 
Some student participant dialogues revealed issues regarding assimilation 
as being a factor related to how much they felt connected to their cultural 
heritage. Students who felt that their parents were farther removed from their 
native culture figured that this was due to their parents having grown up in this 
country. Moreover, other student participants agreed that their families were the 
primary reasons that they had connections to the culture. This further revealed 
that schools lacked cultural representation in their curriculum whether it was 
history or merely learning about other cultures. The participants also concluded 
that the S.A.M.E. Program was their only school experience that allowed for the 
exploration of their own and others cultures .The student participants 
collectively felt that issues of culture should be addressed in schools. 
The S.A.M.E. experience emergent themes revealed that overall, student 
participants enjoyed and appreciated their experience in the program. They 
suggested that leadership and responsibility to teach the ideals of S.A.M.E. or 
teach others about their cultural heritage added to the enjoyment and meaning of 
the program. 
Participants also reflected that the peer educating components of the 
program were rewarding and not only taught other peers about their own 
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cultural heritage but encouraged them individually to learn more about 
themselves. The participants felt validated regarding their cultural identities and 
also recognized their presence among the larger whole. This also led to a greater 
respect for difference and of others in general attributed again to their 
participation in the program. 
Finally, students found that working with a diverse group allowed for 
them to learn group dynamics that have proved useful in their lives outside of 
the program. They discovered that working together for a common goal could 
bring about compromise, and not always easily. Student participants recognized 
themselves as part of a greater whole, a result that students reflected upon when 
discussing working with others. The student participants remarked upon 
building relationships that they continued outside of the program. They reflected 
upon these long lasting friendships as being one of the highlights of their 
experience. 
The findings of this study will be useful to education. More specifically, 
they can encourage current educators to reflect upon what and how they teach 
and incorporating cultural issues into their classroom. These findings will also 
validate the use of student voice as an instrument to better curricular practices 
and educational programs. Finally, these findings can help to validate the 
objectives of the S.A.M.E. program. 
The findings of this study suggest that adolescent participants can and 
will use their voice to speak about educational issues and practices that concern 
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them. Moreover, they demonstrate that adolescent voice is important in telling 
us as educators what is important to them, as well as, what they notice to be the 
inconsistencies of education today. The findings further suggest that adolescents 
are gainfully equipped with the capabilities to identify culture as an important 
aspect to knowing themselves and where they fit in the greater world. 
I had heard recognition of injustice in the participants' voices regarding 
issues of culture in the classroom. The student participants reported that their 
only positive experiences regarding culture in school was through their 
participation in the S.A.M.E. program. They were insightful enough to recognize 
that perhaps others, those not in the S.A.M.E. Program were not as fortunate to 
recognize "difference" as being a positive. 
The collective voice of the student participants further reflected that they 
were part of a special group, one that stood for something they would continue 
to lend their names to. 
Derek: I was a member of S.A.M.E. from the first year it was 
created during my seventh grade year, and continued my 
membership throughout the eighth grade and when I left Taylor. I 
felt that the experience was such a valuable one and that it was 
such a meaningful part in the lives of the kids in our community 
that I continued. 
The dialogues illustrate that they had made meaningful relationships with 
students they may not have met if it were not for the participation. Many 
referred to their friendships as lifelong. As Quiara states, "I've definitely 
have long lasting effects of S.A.M.E .. I have great friendships that I know 
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ill last a lifetime and I have treasured memories that I can always look 
back on and smile. 
The findings also indicate that culture is important in adolescents' self-
concept, self-esteem and self-acceptance. The student participants reported that 
the S.A.M.E. Program allowed them to become introspective 
about what their cultural identity meant to them individually. 
Quiara: The most important part of my participation was that I left 
embracing my heritage and finally coming to the realization that I 
was different from other people. I had a whole other side to myself 
that I could only know by learning more about where I came from 
and S.A.M.E. allowed me to accept this side of me. It prided me to 
see my peers embrace their culture as well. 
With regards to the class participatory project, even Tak had overcome 
some painful experiences regarding his cultural identity. He had felt that 
he had finally been freed from the societal trappings he thought he should 
fit into. 
Finally, the student participants were able to make recommendations 
regarding how culture should fit into the scope of education. The participants all 
felt culture should be incorporated into education from early on. They felt 
students would benefit from learning how to deal with differences, in addition to 
learning about their own cultural heritage and that of their peers. 
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CHAPTERV 
Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Reflections 
Introduction 
This chapter includes a summary of the overall participatory study of six 
participants of the Students as Multicultural Educators Program. The conclusions 
of the findings are also presented. Since this study is related to educational 
practice, recommendations for educational practice are discussed in terms of the 
findings of the research. Furthermore, recommendations for future research 
related to the topics covered are made. The final section of this chapter will 
incorporate the reflections of the researcher. 
Summary 
The current projections of the diversity of the United States indicates that 
more students of color will be in our schools. Since most educational practices 
and curriculum have disregarded issues of race and culture, there is a need to 
reform how the current educational system recognizes the histories and 
importance of our students' cultural heritage. 
The Students as Multicultural Education Program was developed at 
Taylor Middle School in Millbrae, California to meet the cultural needs of all 
students. The purpose of this study was to investigate the reflections of 
participants of the Students as Multicultural Educators. 
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The review of the literature focused on multicultural education, critical 
pedagogy, anti-bias curriculum, and existing research in multicultural education. 
The literature suggests that programs or educational practices that incorporate 
the ideals of multicultural education, critical pedagogy, and anti-bias theory 
would be beneficial for education (Banks, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997; Derman-
Sparks, & Phillips, 1997; Freire, 1970, 1985, 1998; Grant & Sleeter, 1994; hooks, 
1994; Nieto, 1996). 
The theoretical constructs used for the research and design of this study 
were anti-bias theory and critical pedagogy. The methodology employed in this 
study was participatory research. Information was gathered via dialogues from 
six former student participants of the S.A.M.E. Program. Program Six former 
student participants were invited to critically reflect on their experiences and 
engage in dialogues with the researcher. Dialogues between the researcher and 
the students provided opportunities for the emergence of voice in the 
participating adolescents. Dialogue transcripts were be analyzed for generative 
themes that emerged. 
Upon analysis the findings revealed generative themes that were divided 
into a) cultural identity, and b) the S.A.M.E. experience. For cultural identity the 
themes that emerged were the following, cultural identity: tolerance/increased 
acceptance of others, exposure to diversity, cultural pride, importance of family, 
self-awareness/ self-acceptance, self-confidence, assimilation, lack of 
representations in schools/ curriculum, suggestions for education. For the 
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S.A.M.E. experience, the following themes emerged: responsibility /leadership, 
and peer education, respect for others, working with others, peer 
relationships/ friendships. 
Conclusions 
There will always be people who feel differently about others 
origins. But to teach that everyone should embrace diversity and 
that "different" does not equal inferior at a young age and be 
CONSISTENT throughout a child's thinking educational 
development could probably result in a lot more consideration of 
others in the world. 
Anne,2000 
S.A.M.E. 
The findings of the study reveal important issues concerning the cultural 
identities of the adolescents. Moreover, this study reveals how a program that 
instills the theoretical frameworks of anti-bias curriculum and critical pedagogy 
can produce benefits that not only address tolerance, and cultural identity, but 
also provides adolescents opportunities to educate their peers. The student 
participants of this study have made suggestions regarding educational practice 
that should be heard by educators and those joining the field of education. 
The conclusions of this study are organized by the original research questions. 
Research Question 1: What are the major issues concerning their ethnic 
identity faced by the middle school student participants? 
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During the dialogue sessions, it became clear that regardless of age, the 
student participants were aware of their cultural identity and the importance of 
it in their lives. The participants were able to articulate whether or not school 
activities, curriculum, and peers supported a healthy cultural identity. Although 
they may not have recognized this importance before, the participants all 
claimed that through the S.A.M.E. Program their awareness of other cultures and 
their own had been one of the most important outcomes of their experience. 
"Differentness" was spoken about some of the participants as something 
they were comfortable identifying and embracing. As supported by the 
dialogues, the participants felt that they had a stronger sense of their cultural 
identity. This was indicated either by a heightened sense of their culture due to 
assessing more knowledge or understanding their cultural identity within a 
greater whole. 
All participants noted an increase in tolerance which is supported by the 
dialogues indicating that this was a direct reflection of their participation in the 
program. The student participants felt they interacted with students they may 
not have normally due to participation in the S.A.M.E. program, thus, they were 
able to demystifying some issues they had regarding other cultures and 
overcome stereotypes. It was evident that many would not have crossed the 
social boundaries that were affecting them, yet all the participants revealed that 
they were better for it. 
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As noted in the literature review, tolerance is the first level in Nieto's 
multicultural education theory. She recognizes that being tolerant of differences 
and being able to embrace them can lead to acceptance and respect, the second 
and third levels of her theory respectively (Nieto, 1996). Most of the participants 
spoke of acceptance of differences, and an increase in respect for others as a 
result of their participation in the program. Quiara was quick to point out that 
the S.A.M.E. program should be for those who actually reject diversity and those 
who are ignorant or closed-minded. Gen had said that he was usually quick to 
"hang out" with those who were culturally most like him, but the exposure to 
diversity that S.A.M.E. created opened up opportunities for relationships he may 
not have sought on his own. Anne had believed that mixed race individuals were 
more tolerant overall due to being a person of color. Although I could not 
articulate this feeling for her in words, we discussed that perhaps people of color 
felt a certain connection knowing each had had their own struggles. 
As the facilitator of the program, I did witness many students crossing 
social barriers. Students who were introverted or usually very quiet mixed with 
those who were boisterous and out-going. I realized that students who may 
never have received attention from peers who were more popular were also able 
to find a niche in the program. The range of abilities regarding academics were 
also mixed. I have seen in my experience teaching, like minds tend to stick 
together, however, the program allowed for all abilities to socially interact. With 
regard to the ideals of multicultural education, the fact that student participants 
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were able to cognitively dialogue regarding these issues reflect an empowering 
practice of discussing issues of bias, racism, and tolerance. 
Sam recalling that his participation in S.A.M.E. allowed him to realize that 
he wasn't "just Chinese, but an American," really fortifies the importance of 
some sort of validating experience for middle school students. I remembered to 
share with Sam, that I had that same realization, only it was not until college, and 
told him that it had liberated me by allowing me to know who I was. I know that 
Sam's parents are not fluent English speakers and they came to this country to 
allow their children opportunities in" America." The fact that Sam had been in 
the country for seven years before he felt like he was truly an" American" is 
precisely why our current educational practices have failed. 
The findings indicate the importance of family as a large part of the 
preservation of cultural identity. All the students recognized the role that their 
families played in how they knew about their heritage and the traditions they 
followed. The participants also felt it was the home that reinforce their cultural 
identity before they had participated in the S.A.M.E. program. Issues of language 
had frustrated Quiara because when she had discovered she wanted to learn her 
native language, she found her mother could not teach her. Four of the six 
participants felt their strong connections to their cultural identity began with 
their families. The other two participants had felt that there was not a strong 
foundation regarding their cultures at home due to their parents having grown 
up as the first generation in the United States. Most of the student participants 
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were able to gain a strong sense of culture from their parents, however, it is 
obvious that the support of this, nor the reinforcement of a positive cultural 
identity is well represented in their school curriculum. 
The participants were able to articulate that there was a lack of support in 
the curriculum in schools. Many stated they never learned anything regarding 
their cultures and others felt what they had learned was negative or often 
incorrect. As noted by Gen and Anne, what they learned about the role of the 
Japanese in this country was often negative, or misrepresented. As pointed out 
earlier in the literature review, hooks (1994) believes it is when one begins to 
think critically about one's self and identity with regard to their political 
circumstance it is only then that transformation can begin. I believe that the mere 
fact that Gen and Anne are able to recognize their inequities, their own abilities 
to recognize other inequities will be heightened as a result. It is the theory of 
Freire as detailed in the literature review, that no education is without politics 
(Freire, 1970). Thus, what is left out of the curriculum is just as political and what 
is included. The fact that most of the current practice resembles that of Gen and 
Anne's experience supports Freire's thoughts on current educational practice. 
The other participants could not recall specific instance where culture was 
addressed outside of their experience in the S.A.M.E. program but all felt that 
their participation increase their level of knowledge about themselves and their 
culture. Also, illustrated by the dialogues, all of the participants felt it very 
important to include some cultural study in education. 
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Assimilation was also evident in the findings of this study. Instances of 
loss of language within Quiara' s family suggests that because her mother was a 
first generation Filipina she may not have been encouraged to retain her native 
language but encourage by her family to learn English in order to become 
successful. Immigrant families do realize that English is a necessity in this 
country in order to live the "American Dream." With this in mind, it was not 
necessarily the fault of many immigrant families to encourage English as the only 
language spoken by their child, but rather a result of assimilation, which was the 
foremost practice of many new immigrants. As the findings indicate, Priscilla 
had not really felt that connected to her culture until her experiences in S.A.M.E. 
had forced her to research her roots. Like Priscilla, Derek too had felt a void 
where he had to turn to books to locate more about his family heritage. Derek's 
case is similar to many of the White students I teach in my cross-cultural studies 
elective, they often feel they do not have a culture. This directly results in the 
efforts of American society to become the "melting pot." Sam felt that he had a 
strong connection because having grown up in Hong Kong, he still had many 
memories of traditions, spoke his native language at home and was still directly 
linked to friends in his native country. The process of assimilation cannot be 
blamed on a families struggle to survive as immigrants in dominantly White 
society, but rather the institutional practices that encouraged it. This directly 
relates to the theory that Freire (1970) calls the "banking of knowledge," where 
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students are taught mainly from one perspective, mainly those of the dominant 
society in order to maintain the status quo by indoctrination. 
Although, the need to change these practices seem they should go almost 
unchallenged, it has been my experience in education that many educators do 
not even recognized the oppressive nature of the existing curriculum. 
Cultural pride is another positive aspect that was revealed in the findings 
regarding how ethnic/ cultural identity affects middle school students. Since 
identity is so important to an adolescent, a pride in ones culture is desirable in 
order to lessen the struggles of adolescence. In the class participatory study 
mentioned earlier with Tak, he had painful memories of wanting desperately to 
be White, something other than different. I shared this pain during much of my 
early adolescent life and thus sought to alleviate this in those I teach. The 
dialogues with the student participants suggested that they were proud of their 
heritage and in some the dialogues, the participants actually say it directly. 
The findings indicate that due to the cultural presentations the participants had 
made to their peers their cultural pride was directly reinforced. Also, the 
responses from the participants illustrate that not only did they enjoy teaching 
others about their culture, they enjoyed learning about other cultures as well. As 
Quiara so eloquently states, "If everyone was the same, then the world wouldn't 
be very fun. To me difference is what keeps the world so interesting." Priscilla 
says, "my cultural identity changed through S.A.M.E. because S.A.M.E. taught 
me to be proud of who I am." 
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Research Question 2: How do issues concerning ethnic identity affect the 
participants' self esteem, peer relationships, and academic performance? 
The participants were able to dialogue regarding peer relationships and 
issues of their self-esteem, however, due to time and interest, they did not reflect 
much regarding their academic performance. More research into this area would 
need to be conducted before discussing academic performance. However, much 
of the findings in the dialogue transcripts pointed to working with others, self-
awareness, self-acceptance, self-confidence and the experience of working with 
others. 
The findings indicate that as a result of the S.A.M.E. program, the student 
participants increased their self-acceptance and self-awareness. As illustrated in 
the dialogues in the earlier section, Quiara had made reference to becoming more 
self-aware of her cultural identity, namely being a Filipina. She indicated that she 
was not as aware, because she was never really celebrated for her difference, but 
it was her experience in S.A.M.E. that gave her the insight to know more about 
her culture. Also, as mention earlier, Sam had come to the realization that it was 
okay to be Chinese, and that being Chinese did not mean he was not an 
American. He had finally felt accepted for being who he was which led to a 
greater sense of self-acceptance. For Derek and Priscilla, they both had less of a 
connection to their culture, thus having made cultural presentations enabled 
them to look at their heritage, teach their peers about it and become more aware 
of its importance in their lives. As indicated in the literature review earlier, 
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Tractenburg (1990) suggests the students must know their roots and those of 
their peers in order to become productive citizens. Gen and Anne seemed to have 
a great sense of awareness regarding their culture. Both had support at home 
that encouraged the connection to their language, arts, and traditions. Gen and 
Anne had gone to Japanese school on Saturdays, which allowed for the 
maintenance of their connection to their culture. Gen reveals in his dialogue that 
S.A.M.E. had made him more aware of his presence as a Japanese amongst his 
peers. Anne attributes her strong cultural connection to the fact that she is of bi-
racial descent. She states, "coming from a mixed culture forces you to grow up in 
constant comparison with two or more cultures. Fortunately enough for me, my 
parent never taught me that one was better than the other, just to respect the 
differences that I was always, and will always be aware of." 
As I read each of the dialogue transcripts, I noted that all the participants 
had an increase in self-confidence due to their experience in the S.A.M.E. 
Program. Much of the dialogue revealed that cultural presentations contributed 
to a rise in self-confidence. Although the participants did not directly say they 
had an increase in self-confidence, it is definitely implied in their responses and 
well support by the dialogue. The increase in positive self-esteem is also reflected 
in their continued participation in the program. The roles that the student 
participants took whether a leadership one, or just that of a role model allowed 
them to gain confidence in their communications with peers. The increase in 
responsibility each year during the S.A.M.E. program also led to a great 
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accomplishment of specific goals, which in turn increased the self-confidence of 
the participants. Self-confidence is also evident in the affect of the dialogues. 
Since I knew the participants prior to and during their experiences, I can say 
personally there was an increase in self-confidence. This was not just evident in 
the student participants but in many of the members of the S.A.M.E. Program. 
As indicated in the literature, Grant & Sleeter (1994) suggest that self-
concept is important in the lives of adolescents. Furthermore, as they support 
Nieto (1992), in that self-concept can be affected by schools and their practices. 
The findings regarding self-esteem, self-concept and self-acceptance are 
significant due to the positive impact the participants had regarding changes in 
these areas due to the S.A.M.E. Program. 
Culture affects middle school students in many ways. For example, the 
findings suggest that many students would prefer to stay within their comfort 
zone of familiarity with regard to culture or race. As Gen indicated earlier, he 
had stated that he preferred to hang out with Asians vs. non-Asians, but because 
of S.A.M.E. he interacted with peers that he would not have normally. The other 
participant dialogues indicated that the exposure to diversity that S.A.M.E. 
provided taught them much about interactions with students of other cultures. 
Sam indicated in his dialogue that he had an interest in the students of other 
cultures, but needed to know more so S.A.M.E. provided opportunity for him to 
have interactions with other cultures. Sam's statements suggest that he mostly 
spent time socially with those of his own ethnicity. According to Grant & Sleeter 
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(1994), as earlier demonstrated, intergroup relations are important in helping 
students communicate with others. This could lead to a lessening of students 
using stereotypes and an increase in positive interaction between peers. As the 
findings further suggest, there is a direct result of understanding and increased 
tolerance among the group. The dialogues show that the participants did not 
regard their work with others as coming easily nor without problems, but they 
indicate that they were afforded the opportunities to discover how to work 
through differences to reach a common goal. Culture affects students in a ways 
both positive and negative. S.A.M.E. provided opportunities for students to 
appreciate and learn from those different from them, regardless if only culture or 
social barriers as well. 
Research Question 3: How do former students perceive their experience in the 
Students as Multicultural Educators Program? 
The participants overall perception of their experiences in the S.A.M.E. 
Program were positive and rewarding. As illustrated by much of the dialogue, 
the experience in S.A.M.E. gave student opportunities they may not have had, 
and exposed them to a variety of responsibilities. 
The findings indicate that an increase level of responsibility and 
opportunities for leadership led to a positive experience in the S.A.M.E. Program. 
Recall what Quiara finds as one of the most rewarding parts of her experience, 
"It also allows student to educate each other about their culture, who might not 
be informed about such traditions and customs that their fellow peer practices. It 
was important for me to teach other people about my culture, because through 
teaching them a little of what I knew already, I was establishing it more 
concretely in myself." It was evident that each of the participants took seriously 
their roles in teaching others that also gave them a sense of ownership of the 
program and responsibility. Like Freire (1970) suggests, they have opened up the 
dialogue between their peers, which allows for active and important dialogue. 
Also, as hooks (1994) would suggest, there was an opportunity for giving voice, 
the student participants took the responsibility of using their voices to educate 
others. 
The peer educating opportunities were among the most positive 
reflections of the participants. As they recalled cultural presentations they had 
made and opportunities to educate others regarding the S.A.M.E. Program, they 
spoke about the satisfaction and importance of teaching peers what they found 
important about their culture and S.A.M.E .. Derek regards his most rewarding 
part of participation in the program, " ... probably knowing that people were 
hearing something from us, the members of S.A.M.E., that they might not hear 
from anywhere of anyone else." This reveals that Derek understood the 
importance of the message of the S.A.M.E. Program and the responsibility he felt 
for sharing it. The power of peer education is imbedded in the ownership it 
provides. The findings support that the participants felt strongly about their 
experience and the willingness to return each year reiterates their collective 
ownership of the ideals that S.A.M.E. stood for. 
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As indicated in the discussion of previous research questions, the student 
participants felt that their exposure to diversity was valuable and positive. As 
reminded by Sam's comment, "The most rewarding part of my participation was 
that I was able to meet many new people where I may never have a chance to 
meet if not for the program." The student participants all had indicated that they 
may never have cross social groups, or left their circle of comfort if not for the 
S.A.M.E. Program. I was able to witness throughout the years facilitating the 
program that students of different ages, social class, abilities, and social groups 
became a cohesive collective voice. Thus, in this case, diversity does not just 
include ethnicity but a wider more global definition. 
Research Question 4: What did they learn from the program? What 
experiences did they have that differ from those in other programs or 
curriculum at school? 
As the findings previously suggest, the student participants revealed a 
number of important outcomes from their participation. As indicated in earlier 
discussions, an increased respect of others through working with others and 
learning directly from their peers was mentioned throughout the dialogues. 
Furthermore, because of their participation in the S.A.M.E. Program, they 
suggested that an increased of tolerance had occurred when interacting with 
individuals different from themselves. Thus, as many of the emergent themes 
become dependent on each other, the findings are multifaceted and cross over 
the different research questions. The increase in tolerance, and respect for others 
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is important for education according to Nieto (1996) in her evaluation of 
multicultural education theory. Further as both Nieto (1996) and Grant and 
Sleeter's(1994) research suggest, working with others and gaining an 
understanding of one's self can lead to positive effects on self-concept and 
increasing tolerance. 
Another important result of the findings is that student participants 
recognized that curriculum and schools played a role in the process regarding 
cultural identity. The student participants stated that the S.A.M.E. program was 
different than their other school experiences in that it addressed cultural issues 
and provided opportunities to learn about other cultures. Students articulated a 
lack of cultural heritage discussed in school and their classes and noted that 
when their cultures were represented, they were often misrepresented. As 
support by the literature reviewed in Chapter two, students should also be 
taught to deal with issues of inequity, and recognize it for themselves (Banks, 
1991, Grant and Sleeter, 1995, & Nieto, 1996). Freire (1970) would suggest that 
naming the oppression would be the first step in critical consciousness. Thus, the 
student participants being able to name the oppression and see the inequity can 
be considered a step in the right direction. The finding that answer the last 
research question regarding suggestions for school will show further support of 
the student participants recognition of the lack of cultural content in schools. 
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Research Question 5: What recommendations do they have for teachers of 
culturally diverse populations? 
The findings suggest that all the student participants regarded cultural 
content in the curriculum as important. More importantly, they suggest that 
cultural heritage is as important as knowing one's self as it is for knowing and 
understanding others. The findings also support the fact that the student 
participants felt that learning about other cultures was not only relevant but 
interesting and enjoyable. The recommendations were not specific in that they 
may not have offered how to implement this type of curriculum but offer that it 
is important enough that is should be consistent throughout a student's 
education. As Gen' s dialogue reflected earlier, "Students would probably like to 
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know what significance their culture has had and what contributions they have 
made to the world." This is supported by the literature where this sort 
curriculum could not only empower students but motivate students that may not 
see how they fit into a dominant society (Nieto, 1996). Quiara's reflections about 
teachers having to be educated in the cultures of their students points to teacher 
education as an avenue to incorporate this kind of teaching into existing 
curriculum. The voice of these adolescent participants should be taken seriously 
as they have recognized through honest reflection that culture should not be 
separated from school. The participants suggest that the positive benefits of the 
extra-curricular S.A.M.E. Program, could be even more beneficial if incorporated 
into the classroom. 
Recommendations for Educational Practice 
The findings of this study reveal that there is a need for an infusion of 
multicultural education practices in education today. This suggestion cannot be 
without problematic issues. As the founder and facilitator of the S.A.M.E. 
Program, I have experienced that this is a difficult construct to adhere to. The 
reason that the S.A.M.E. Program was an extra-curricular program was the fact 
that I knew many would oppose its addition to the current curriculum. As a first 
year teacher at its foundation, I also knew not to, "rock the boat," as it could 
affect my employment status. Nonetheless, due to the impressive numbers the 
program had impacted, it had proved its success and only then was it developed 
into an elective program. 
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Suggestions to infuse the study of culture into education have been made 
by prominent researchers and experts in the field. This study simply echoes these 
individuals. The benefits described by members of this study only support the 
call for the need to reform our educational system as it is. This study shows that 
it can benefit all students, not only students of color. It is a time where students 
are leading complex lives. One of two students will soon be a person of color, 
and more and more students feel isolated and less tolerant resulting in a turn to 
violence. Education now needs to recognize that prevention can begin with a 
sensitive curriculum that honors all students and their histories as well as teaches 
students to become more tolerant and accepting of the differences they face each 
day. 
I recommend at the very least that all schools incorporate some kind of 
cultural program into their current educational programs. Furthermore, I do feel 
that all teachers and those pursuing teaching careers should be aptly prepared 
to teach about tolerance, bias and cultural issues. In order to see change take 
place across the curriculum, all teachers must see the importance of cultural 
issues that affect their students. Perhaps teacher education programs and 
current administrations should place more importance on building strong 
cultural identities in all students. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The implications of this study for additional research can take several 
avenues. More research regarding the cultural identities of adolescents can add 
to the strength of these findings. Furthermore, participatory research regarding 
these issues of culture can provide more opportunities for voice. In the final 
dialogues, some of the student participants had said that they had learned more 
about their participation through the dialogues we had. They appreciated the 
time for reflection, because it had reiterated the importance of their participation 
and helped them to understand why they were a part of it in the first place. As 
reform efforts in education are vast and range from financial problems to 
academic standards, the affective nature of the findings regarding this study 
and culture should be looked at more closely. Also, research should focus on 
existing multicultural programs and of teachers who do include cultural issues 
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in their curriculum. The benefits of the practices that exist in current programs 
can strengthen what researchers have already found. 
Some of the emergent themes of this study could be further investigated. 
Assimilation and its effects on families and education c;ould be researched more 
thoroughly. Peer education practices and their effects warrant more 
investigation. Also, the importance of cultural identity to academic performance 
would reap benefits that could have multiple implications to what teachers 
focus on in their classrooms. Finally, the benefits of extra-curricular activities of 
schools could implicate a change in what exists currently. 
Reflections of the Researcher 
I was continually surprised throughout the process of this study. At first 
it was difficult for me to let go of the rigidity and linear fashion of traditional 
research. I had found it difficult to allow myself to relax and trust the process of 
participatory research methodology. Yet, as the dialogues continued, I found 
myself letting go an9, actually enjoying what ·was happening. It soon became 
evident, that this sort of research was not only relevant to education but also 
served the problems I chose to investigate. 
As the analysis process began, I was surprised by how the students were 
able to articulate issues regarding race. I have been in many graduate comses 
where adults we:ce not able to understand nor see the importance of their 
cultural identities. Moreover, as we continued to dialogue, I too continued to 
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heal from childhood wounds left from negative racial experiences. I found it 
interesting how similar these students' experiences were to mine, and was at the 
same time grateful that they found relief in the program I created. As the themes 
began to emerge, I could see the benefits of the program and only regret I could 
not dialogue with more students, and include parents and other educators in the 
process. 
In this final section of this study, I feel I have come full circle from the 
pain I experienced due to my unstable cultural identity. I rest assured that the 
program that I created has helped others. I am thankful to the process I chose to 
heal those wounds and thankful for the direction I have taken as an educator. 
The S.A.M.E. Program has resulted in an elective class that examines 
cross-cultural issues and celebrates our individual stories. I have seen students 
who were failing all of their classes light up and work hard to tell their stories. 
This research has at the very least validated a program that many gave no 
credence. Even if these results are limited to the six student participants, I am 
satisfied with the enormity of the outcomes. Their reflections demonstrated that 
they understood the goals I had in mind for them, and at the same time, answer 
those who thought all S.A.M.E. was about was merely a fashion show. 
If I were to dialogue regarding my experiences in facilitating the S.A.M.E. 
Program, I would have nothing negative to say. Many of these students added a 
richness to my life that only our shared experience could really explain. The 
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cultural presentations I witnessed, the bonds we created, and the purpose we 
served will remain an important educational and personal triumph. 
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APPENDIX A 
Letter of Invitation to Participate 
Dear former student: 
As you may recall, I am a teacher at Taylor Middle School and you were a participant in the Students As 
Multicultural Educators program. I am doing a research study on the critical reflections of student 
participants in the S.A.M.E. program. I am interested in learning the impact the program may have had on 
you and your reflections and feelings regarding your experience. 
You are invited to participate in this research study because you participated in S.A.M.E. for at least four 
years. If you agree to participate, you will be engage in a dialogue session with me where I will ask you 
questions regarding your experience in S.A.M.E. You will have the option of answering these questions via 
writing and will be given opportunity to examine your responses and correct or add to the transcripts at any 
time. 
It is possible that some of the questions for dialogue may make you feel uncomfortable, but you are free to 
decline to answer any questions you do not wish to answer, or to stop participation at any time. 
Participation in research may mean a loss of confidentiality. However, you will be able to choose a 
pseudonym for your name, and will remain anonymous for the entire study. All records will be kept as 
confidential as is possible. No individual identities will be used in any reports or publications resulting 
from the study. Study information will be coded and kept in locked files at all times. I will be the only 
person who will have access to the dialogue transcripts. 
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While there may be no direct benefit to you from participating in this study, your reflections on your 
experience will be important to education and the validity of the S.A.M.E. program. There will be no costs 
to you as a result of taking part in this study, nor will you be reimbursed for your participation in this study. 
If you have questions about the research, you may contact me at 415-647-4331. If you have further 
questions about the study, you may contact the IRBPHS at the University of San Francisco, which is 
concerned with protection ofhuman subjects in research projects. You may reach the IRBPHS office by 
calling (415) 422-6091 and leaving a voicemail message, bye-mailing IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or by writing 
to the IRBPHS, Department of Psychology, University of San Francisco, 2130 Fulton Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94117-1080. 
PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. You are free to decline to be in this study, or to 
withdraw from it at any point. 
Thank you for your attention. If you agree to participate, please complete the attached contact form and 





Parental Consent Form 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
PARENTAL CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
Purpose and Background 
My child is being asked to participate in a study about the critical reflections of student participants in the 
Students as Multicultural Educators Program. My child was chosen as a potential subject because he/she 
was a student participant for at least four years. 
Ifl agree to allow my child to be in this study, the following will happen: 
1. My child will be invited to dialogue sessions with the researcher and asked questions regarding his/her 
experience in the program. 
2. My child will be given a choice to respond in dialogue sessions or in writing. 
3. My child will be given the opportunity to make any changes to the resulting transcripts of the dialogue 
sessions, or written answers. 
Risks and/or Discomforts 
1. My child may become uncomfortable addressing some of the racial experience questions. 
2. Participation in research may mean a loss of confidentiality. Study records will be kept as 
confidential as possible. No individual identities will be used in any report or publication resulting from the 
study. Study information will be coded and kept in locked files at all times. Only the researcher will have 
access to the files. 
Benefits 
There will be no direct benefit to me or to my child from participating in this study. The anticipated benefit 
of this study is a better understanding of the effects of the S.A.M.E. program and the opportunity for my 
child to reflect and share experiences in the S.A.M.E. program. 
Costs/Financial Considerations 
There will be no costs to me or to my child as a result of taking part in this study. 
Payment/Reimbursement 
Neither my child nor I will be reimbursed for participation in this study. 
Questions 
I have talked to Ms. Lei about this study and have had my questions answered. If I have further questions 
about the study, I may call her at (415) 647-4331 or Dr. Rosita Galang at 415-422-2098 
Ifl have any questions or comments about participation in this study, I should first talk with the 
researcher. If for some reason I do not wish to do this, I may contact the IRBPHS, which is concerned with 
protection of human subjects in research projects. I may reach the IRBPHS office by calling (415) 422-
6091 and leaving a voicemail message, bye-mailing IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or by writing to the IRBPHS, 
Department of Psychology, 




I have been given a copy of the 11Research Subject's Bill of Rights, 11 and I have 
been given a copy of this consent form to keep. I have read the introductory letter 
and understand the study that my child has been asked to participate in. 
PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. I am free to decline to have my child be in this 
study, or to withdraw my child from it at any point. 
My signature below indicates that I agree to allow my child to participate in this study. 
Signature of Subject's Parent/Guardian Date of Signature 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date of Signature 
THE UNVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Critical Reflections of Middle School Participants 
In the "Students as Multicultural Educators Program": 
A Participatory Study 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the reflections of participants 
of the Students as Multicultural Educators Program. Six former student 
participants were invited to critically reflect on their experiences and engage in 
dialogues with the researcher. 
Dialogues between the researcher and the students provided 
opportunities for the emergence of voice in the participating adolescents. 
Adolescent participants were able to clarify their responses in the follow-up 
sessions. Dialogue transcripts were analyzed for generative themes that 
emerged. The questions that were used to guide the dialogues were determined 
during a participatory class project with one student participant who was not a 
participant in the study. This participant made suggestions about how to 
conduct dialogues, whether in person or in writing, and assisted in developing 
the framework for the dialogue questions. 
The findings of the study revealed emergent themes within two 
categories, cultural identity and the S.A.M.E. experience: tolerance/ increased 
acceptance of others, exposure to diversity, cultural pride, importance of family, 
self-awareness/ self-acceptance, self-confidence, assimilation, lack of 
representation is school/ curriculum, suggestions of education, 
responsibility /leadership, peer education, respect for others, working with 
others, and peer relationships. The student participants all reported that they had 
experienced positive benefits from having participated in the program. 
Furthermore, the dialogues allowed for student voices to be heard regarding 
issues of cultural identity. 
Overall, the findings indicate that students do feel that issues of cultural 
identity should be addressed in school. More particularly, they suggest that all 
schools encourage multicultural studies from an early age. The student 
participants attributed their increase in tolerance to their direct participation in 
the Students as Multicultural Educators Program. 
This participatory study has shown that adolescents have much to say 
about culture, tolerance, and diversity. Student participants voiced their concerns 
regarding the lack of multicultural curriculum in schools today. Both the 
students and the research reviewed suggest further study of culture and 
adolescents and infusion of multicultural issues into the school curriculum. 
Gwenn Lei, Author 
"4/1. 
Rosita G. Galang, Ph 
Chairperson, Disser 
